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In Chapter 2 , we were introduced to Mendel’s laws of inheritance. 
According to these principles, we expect that two different genes 
will segregate and independently assort themselves during the pro-
cess that creates gametes. After Mendel’s work was rediscovered at 
the turn of the twentieth century, chromosomes were identified as 
the cellular structures that carry genes. The chromosome theory 
of inheritance explained how the transmission of chromosomes is 
responsible for the passage of genes from parents to offspring.
 When geneticists first realized that chromosomes con-
tain the genetic material, they began to suspect that a con-
flict might sometimes occur between the law of independent 
assortment of genes and the behavior of chromosomes during 
meiosis. In particular, geneticists assumed that each species of 
organism must contain thousands of different genes, yet cyto-
logical studies revealed that most species have at most a few 
dozen chromosomes. Therefore, it seemed likely, and turned 
out to be true, that each chromosome would carry many hun-
dreds or even thousands of different genes. The transmission 
of genes located close to each other on the same chromosome 
violates the law of independent assortment.
 In this chapter, we will consider the pattern of inheri-
tance that occurs when different genes are situated on the same 

chromosome. In addition, we will briefly explore how the data 
from genetic crosses are used to construct a genetic map—a 
diagram that describes the order of genes along a chromosome. 
Newer strategies for gene mapping are described in Chapter 20 . 
However, an understanding of traditional mapping studies, as 
described in this chapter, will strengthen our appreciation for 
these newer molecular approaches. More importantly, traditional 
mapping studies further illustrate how the location of two or 
more genes on the same chromosome can affect the transmission 
patterns from parents to offspring.

6.1 LINKAGE AND CROSSING OVER
In eukaryotic species, each linear chromosome contains a very 
long segment of DNA. A chromosome contains many individ-
ual functional units—called genes—that influence an organ-
ism’s traits. A typical chromosome is expected to contain many 
hundreds or perhaps a few thousand different genes. The term 
synteny means that two or more genes are located on the same 
chromosome. Genes that are syntenic are physically linked to 
each other, because each eukaryotic chromosome contains a sin-
gle, continuous, linear molecule of DNA. Genetic linkage  is the 
phenomenon in which genes that are close together on the same 

6 Crossing over during meiosis. This event provides a way to reassort the alleles of genes 
that are located on the same chromosome.
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chromosome tend to be transmitted as a unit. Therefore, genetic 
linkage has an influence on inheritance patterns.
 Chromosomes are sometimes called linkage groups, 
because a chromosome contains a group of genes that are physi-
cally linked together. In species that have been characterized 
genetically, the number of linkage groups equals the number of 
chromosome types. For example, human somatic cells have 46 
chromosomes, which are composed of 22 types of autosomes 
that come in pairs plus one pair of sex chromosomes, the X and 
Y. Therefore, humans have 22 autosomal linkage groups, and an 
X chromosome linkage group, and males have a Y chromosome 
linkage group. In addition, the human mitochondrial genome is 
another linkage group.
 Geneticists are often interested in the transmission of two 
or more characters in a genetic cross. When a geneticist follows 
the variants of two different characters in a cross, this is called a 
dihybrid cross; when three characters are followed, it is a trihy-
brid cross; and so on. The outcome of a dihybrid or trihybrid 
cross depends on whether or not the genes are linked to each 
other along the same chromosome. In this section, we will exam-
ine how linkage affects the transmission patterns of two or more 
characters.

Crossing Over May Produce 
Recombinant Genotypes
Even though the alleles for different genes may be linked along 
the same chromosome, the linkage can be altered during meio-
sis. In diploid eukaryotic species, homologous chromosomes can 
exchange pieces with each other, a phenomenon called crossing 
over. This event occurs during prophase of meiosis I. As dis-
cussed in Chapter 3 , the replicated chromosomes, known as sis-
ter chromatids, associate with the homologous sister chromatids 
to form a structure known as a bivalent. A bivalent is composed 
of two pairs of sister chromatids. In prophase of meiosis I, it is 
common for a sister chromatid of one pair to cross over with a 
sister chromatid from the homologous pair.
 Figure 6.1  considers meiosis when two genes are linked on 
the same chromosome. One of the parental chromosomes carries 
the A and B alleles, while the homolog carries the a and b  alleles. 
In Figure 6.1a, no crossing over has occurred. Therefore, the 
resulting haploid cells contain the same combination of alleles as 
the original chromosomes. In this case, two haploid cells carry 
the dominant A and B alleles, and the other two carry the reces-
sive a and b alleles. The arrangement of linked alleles has not 
been altered.
 In contrast, Figure 6.1b illustrates what can happen when 
crossing over occurs. Two of the haploid cells contain combina-
tions of alleles, namely A and b or a and B, which differ from 
those in the original chromosomes. In these two cells, the group-
ing of linked alleles has changed. An event such as this, leading 
to a new combination of alleles, is known as genetic recombi-
nation. The haploid cells carrying the A and b, or the a and B, 
 alleles are called nonparental cells or recombinant cells. Like-
wise, if such haploid cells were gametes that participated in fertil-
ization, the resulting offspring are called nonparental offspring or 

recombinant offspring. These offspring can display combinations 
of traits that are different from those of either parent. In contrast, 
offspring that have inherited the same combination of alleles that 
are found in the chromosomes of their parents are known as 
parental offspring or nonrecombinant offspring.
 In this section, we will consider how crossing over affects 
the pattern of inheritance for genes linked on the same chromo-
some. In Chapter 17 , we will consider the molecular events that 
cause crossing over to occur.

Bateson and Punnett Discovered Two Traits 
That Did Not Assort Independently
An early study indicating that some traits may not assort in de-
pendently was carried out by William Bateson and Reginald 
Punnett in 1905. According to Mendel’s law of indepen dent 
assortment, a dihybrid cross between two individuals, heterozy-
gous for two genes, should yield a 9:3:3:1 phenotypic ratio among 
the offspring. However, a surprising result occurred when Bate-
son and Punnett conducted a cross in the sweet pea involving 
two different traits: flower color and pollen shape.
 As seen in Figure 6.2 , they began by crossing a true-
breeding strain with purple flowers (PP) and long pollen (LL) to 
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 FIGU R E 6 .1  Consequences of crossing over dur-
ing meiosis. (a) In the absence of crossing over, the A and 
B alleles and the a and b alleles are maintained in the same 

arrangement found in the parental chromosomes. (b) Crossing over has 
occurred in the region between the two genes, producing two nonparen-
tal haploid cells with a new combination of alleles.
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a strain with red flowers (pp) and round pollen (ll). This yielded 
an F1 generation of plants that all had purple flowers and long 
pollen (PpLl). An unexpected result came from the F2 gener a-
tion. Even though the F2 generation had four different pheno-
typic categories, the observed numbers of offspring did not 
conform to a 9:3:3:1 ratio. Bateson and Punnett found that the 
F2 generation had a much greater proportion of the two phe-
notypes found in the parental generation—purple flowers with 
long pollen and red flowers with round pollen. Therefore, they 
suggested that the transmission of these two traits from the 
parental generation to the F2 generation was somehow coupled 
and not easily assorted in an independent manner. However, 
Bateson and Punnett did not realize that this coupling was due 
to the linkage of the flower color gene and the pollen shape gene 
on the same chromosome.

Morgan Provided Evidence for the Linkage 
of X-Linked Genes and Proposed That Crossing 
Over Between X Chromosomes Can Occur
The first direct evidence that different genes are physically 
located on the same chromosome came from the studies of 
Thomas Hunt Morgan in 1911, who investigated the inheritance 
pattern of different characters that had been shown to follow an 

X-linked pattern of inheritance. Figure 6.3  illustrates an experi-
ment involving three characters that Morgan studied. His paren-
tal crosses were wild-type male fruit flies mated to females that 
had yellow bodies (yy), white eyes (ww), and miniature wings 
(mm). The wild-type alleles for these three genes are designated 
y+ (gray body), w+ (red eyes), and m+ (long wings). As expected, 
the phenotypes of the F1 generation were wild-type females, and 
males with yellow bodies, white eyes, and miniature wings. The 
linkage of these genes was revealed when the F1 flies were mated 
to each other and the F2 generation examined.
 Instead of equal proportions of the eight possible pheno-
types, Morgan observed a much higher proportion of the com-
binations of traits found in the parental generation. He observed 
758 flies with gray bodies, red eyes, and long wings, and 700 flies 
with yellow bodies, white eyes, and miniature wings. The com-
bination of gray body, red eyes, and long wings was found in the 
males of the parental generation, and the combination of yel-
low body, white eyes, and miniature wings was the same as the 
females of the parental generation. Morgan’s explanation for this 
higher proportion of parental combinations was that all three 

F IGURE 6 .2  An experiment of Bateson and Punnett with 
sweet peas, showing that independent assortment does not always 
occur. Note: The expected numbers are rounded to the nearest whole 
number.
Genes →Traits Two genes that govern flower color and pollen shape are found on 
the same chromosome. Therefore, the offspring tend to inherit the parental 
combinations of alleles (PL or pl  ). Due to occasional crossing over, a lower 
percentage of offspring inherit nonparental combinations of alleles (Pl or pL). FIGURE 6.3  Morgan’s trihybrid cross involving three 

X-linked traits in Drosophila. 
Genes →Traits Three genes that govern body color, eye color, and wing length are 
all found on the X chromosome. Therefore, the offspring tend to inherit the paren-
tal combinations of alleles (y+ w+ m+ or y w m). Figure 6.5  explains how single and 
double crossovers can create nonparental combinations of alleles.
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genes are located on the X chromosome and, therefore, tend to 
be transmitted together as a unit.
 However, to fully account for the data shown in Figure 6.3, 
Morgan needed to explain why a significant proportion of the F2 
generation had nonparental combinations of alleles. Along with 
the two parental phenotypes, five other phenotypic combinations 
appeared that were not found in the parental generation. How 
did Morgan explain these data? He considered the studies con-
ducted in 1909 of the Belgian cytologist Frans Alfons  Janssens, 
who observed chiasmata under the microscope and proposed 
that crossing over involves a physical exchange between homolo-
gous chromosomes. Morgan shrewdly realized that crossing over 
between homologous X chromosomes was consistent with his 
data. He assumed that crossing over did not occur between the X 
and Y chromosome and that these three genes are not found on 
the Y chromosome. With these ideas in mind, he hypothesized 
that the genes for body color, eye color, and wing length are all 
located on the same chromosome, namely, the X chromosome. 
Therefore, the alleles for all three characters are most likely to 
be inherited together. Due to crossing over, Morgan also pro-
posed that the homologous X chromosomes (in the female) can 
exchange pieces of chromosomes and produce new (nonparental) 

combinations of alleles and nonparental combinations of traits in 
the F2 generation.
 To appreciate Morgan’s proposals, let’s simplify his data and 
consider only  two of the three genes: those that affect body color 
and eye color. If we use the data from Figure 6.3, the following 
results were obtained:
 
 Gray body, red eyes  1159 

Yellow body, white eyes 1017
Gray body, white eyes   17 Nonparental 
Yellow body, red eyes   12   offspring 
Total               2205

Figure 6.4  considers how Morgan’s proposals could account for 
these data. The parental offspring with gray bodies and red eyes 
or yellow body and white eyes were produced when no crossing 
over had occurred between the two genes (Figure 6.4a). This was 
the more common situation. By comparison, crossing over could 
alter the pattern of alleles along each chromosome and account 
for the nonparental offspring (Figure 6.4b). Why were there rela-
tively few nonparental offspring? These two genes are very close 
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 F IGU RE  6 .4  Morgan’s explanation for parental and nonparental offspring. As described in Chapter 3 , crossing over actually occurs at the 
bivalent stage, but for simplicity, this figure shows only two X chromosomes (one of each homolog) rather than four chromatids, which would occur 
during the bivalent stage of meiosis. Also note that this figure shows only a portion of the X chromosome. A map of the entire X chromosome is shown 
in Figure 6.8 .
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yellow bodies, red eyes, and long wings (Figure 6.5c). Finally, 
it was also possible for two homologous chromosomes to cross 
over twice (Figure 6.5d). This double crossover is very unlikely. 
Among the 2205 offspring Morgan examined, he found only 
 1 fly with a gray body, white eyes, and long wings that could be 
explained by this phenomenon.

A Chi Square Analysis Can Be Used to Distinguish 
Between Linkage and Independent Assortment
Now that we have an appreciation for linkage and the production 
of recombinant offspring, let’s consider how an experimenter can 
objectively decide whether two genes are linked or assort inde-
pendently. In Chapter 2 , we used chi square analysis to evaluate 
the goodness of fit between a genetic hypothesis and observed 
experimental data. This method can similarly be employed to 
determine if the outcome of a dihybrid cross is consistent with 
linkage or independent assortment.
 To conduct a chi square analysis, we must first propose a 
hypothesis. In a dihybrid cross, the standard hypothesis is that 
the two genes are not linked. This hypothesis is chosen even 
if the observed data suggest linkage, because an independent 
assortment hypothesis allows us to calculate the expected num-
ber of offspring based on the genotypes of the parents and the 
law of independent assortment. In contrast, for two linked genes 
that have not been previously mapped, we cannot calculate the 
expected number of offspring from a genetic cross because we 
do not know how likely it is for a crossover to occur between 
the two genes. Without expected numbers of recombinant and 
parental offspring, we cannot conduct a chi square test. There-
fore, we begin with the hypothesis that the genes are not linked. 
Recall from Chapter 2  that the hypothesis we are testing is called 
a null hypothesis, because it assumes there is no real difference 
between the observed and expected values. The goal is to deter-
mine whether or not the data fit the hypothesis. If the chi square 
value is low and we cannot reject the null hypothesis, we infer 
that the genes assort independently. On the other hand, if the chi 
square value is so high that our hypothesis is rejected, we accept 
the alternative hypothesis, namely, that the genes are linked.
 Of course, a statistical analysis cannot prove that a hypoth-
esis is true. If the chi square value is high, we accept the linkage 
hypothesis because we are assuming that only two explanations 
for a genetic outcome are possible: the genes are either linked or 
not linked. However, if other factors affect the outcome of the 
cross, such as a decreased viability of particular phenotypes, 
these may result in large deviations between the observed and 
expected values and cause us to reject the independent assort-
ment hypothesis even though it may be correct.
 To carry out a chi square analysis, let’s reconsider Morgan’s 
data concerning body color and eye color (see Figure 6.4). This 
cross produced the following offspring: 1159 gray body, red eyes; 

together along the same chromosome, which makes it unlikely 
that a crossover would be initiated between them. As described 
next, the distance between two genes is an important factor that 
determines the relative proportions of nonparental offspring.  

The Likelihood of Crossing Over Between Two 
Genes Depends on the Distance Between Them
For the experiment of Figure 6.3, Morgan also noticed a quan-
titative difference between nonparental combinations involving 
body color and eye color versus eye color and wing length. This 
quantitative difference is revealed by reorganizing the data of 
Figure 6.3 by pairs of genes.

 Gray body, red eyes  1159 
Yellow body, white eyes 1017
Gray body, white eyes   17 Nonparental 
Yellow body, red eyes   12   offspring 
Total   2205

Red eyes, long wings   770
White eyes, miniature wings   716
Red eyes, miniature wings   401 Nonparental 
White eyes, long wings   318    offspring
Total   2205

Morgan found a substantial difference between the numbers 
of nonparental offspring when pairs of genes were considered 
separately. Nonparental combinations involving only eye color 
and wing length were fairly common—401 + 318 nonparen-
tal offspring. In sharp contrast, nonparental combinations for 
body color and eye color were quite rare—17 + 12 nonparental 
offspring.
 How did Morgan explain these data? Another proposal 
that he made was that the likelihood of crossing over depends on 
the distance between two genes. If two genes are far apart from 
each other, crossing over is more likely to occur between them 
compared to two genes that are close together.
 Figure 6.5  illustrates the possible events that occurred in 
the F1 female flies of Morgan’s experiment. One of the X chromo-
somes carried all three dominant alleles; the other had all three 
recessive alleles. During oogenesis in the F1 female flies, crossing 
over may or may not have occurred in this region of the X chro-
mosome. If no crossing over occurred, the parental phenotypes 
were produced in the F2 offspring (Figure 6.5a). Alternatively, a 
crossover sometimes occurred between the eye color gene and 
the wing length gene to produce nonparental offspring with gray 
bodies, red eyes, and miniature wings or yellow bodies, white 
eyes, and long wings (Figure 6.5b). According to Morgan’s pro-
posal, such an event is fairly likely because these two genes are 
far apart from each other on the X chromosome. In contrast, he 
proposed that the body color and eye color genes are very close 
together, which makes crossing over between them an unlikely 
event. Nevertheless, it occasionally occurred, yielding offspring 
with gray bodies, white eyes, and miniature wings, or with 

FIGURE 6.5  Morgan’s explanation for different propor-
tions of nonparental offspring. Crossing over is more likely for two 
genes that are relatively far apart than for two genes that are very close 
together.  A double crossover is particularly uncommon.
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1017 yellow body, white eyes; 17 gray body, white eyes; and 12 
yellow body, red eyes. However, when a heterozygous female 
(Xy+w+ Xyw) is crossed to a hemizygous male (XywY), the laws of 
segregation and independent assortment predict the following 
outcome:

Step 2. Based on the hypothesis, calculate the expected value of 
each of the four phenotypes. Each phenotype has an equal 
probability of occurring (see the Punnett square given 
previously). Therefore, the probability of each phenotype 
is 1/4. The observed F2 generation had a total of 2205 
individuals. Our next step is to calculate the expected 
number of offspring with each phenotype when the total 
equals 2205; 1/4 of the offspring should be each of the 
four phenotypes:

 1/4 × 2205 = 551 (expected number of each phenotype, 
rounded to the nearest whole number)

Step 3. Apply the chi square formula, using the data for the 
observed values (O) and the expected values (E) that have 
been calculated in step 2. In this case, the data consist of 
four phenotypes.

 χ2 =   
(O1 − E1)2

 _________ E1
   +   

(O2 − E2)2
 _________ E2

   +   
(O3 − E3)2

 _________ E3
   +   

(O4 − E4)2
 _________ E4

  

 χ2 =   (1159 − 551)2
  _____________ 551   +   (17 − 551)2

 __________ 551  

 +   (12 − 551)2
 __________ 551   +   (1017 − 551)2

  ____________ 551  

 χ2 = 670.9 + 517.5 + 527.3 + 394.1 = 2109.8

  Step 4.  Interpret the calculated chi square value. This is done 
with a chi square table, as discussed in Chapter 2 . The 
four phenotypes are based on the law of segregation and 
the law of independent assortment. By itself, the law of 
independent assortment predicts only two categories, 
recombinant and nonrecombinant. Therefore, based on 
a hypothesis of independent assortment, the degree of 
freedom equals n −1, which is 2 −1, or 1.

 The calculated chi square value is enormous! This means 
that the deviation between observed and expected values is very 
large. With 1 degree of freedom, such a large deviation is 
expected to occur by chance alone less than 1% of the time (see 
Table 2.1 ). Therefore, we reject the hypothesis that the two genes 
assort independently. As an alternative, we could accept the 
hypothesis that the genes are linked. Even so, it should be empha-
sized that rejecting the null hypothesis does not necessarily mean 
that the linked hypothesis is correct. For example, some of the 
non- Mendelian inheritance patterns described in Chapter 6  can 
produce results that do not conform to independent  assortment. 

 Mendel’s laws predict a 1:1:1:1 ratio among the four phenotypes. 
The observed data obviously seem to conflict with this expected 
outcome. Nevertheless, we stick to the strategy just discussed. We 
begin with the hypothesis that the two genes are not linked, and 
then we conduct a chi square analysis to see if the data fit this 
hypothesis. If the data do not fit, we reject the idea that the genes 
assort independently and conclude the genes are linked.
 A step-by-step outline for applying the chi square test to 
distinguish between linkage and independent assortment is 
described next.

Step 1. Propose a hypothesis. Even though the observed data 
appear inconsistent with this hypothesis, we propose 
that the two genes for eye color and body color obey 
Mendel’s law of indepen dent assortment. This hypoth-
esis allows us to calculate expected values. Because the 
data seem to conflict with this hypothesis, we actually 
anticipate that the chi square analysis will allow us to 
reject the independent assortment hypothesis in favor 
of a linkage hypothesis. We are also assuming the alleles 
follow the law of segregation, and the four phenotypes 
are equally viable.
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FIGU R E 6 .6  Crossing over between a normal and abnormal 
chromosome 9 in corn. (a) A normal chromosome 9 in corn is com-
pared to an abnormal chromosome 9 that contains a knob at one end 
and a translocation at the opposite end. (b) A crossover produces a 
chromosome that contains only a knob at one end and another chromo-
some that contains only a translocation at the other end.
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Creighton and McClintock Showed That Crossing 
Over Produced New Combinations of Alleles 
and Resulted in the Exchange of Segments 
Between Homologous Chromosomes
As we have seen, Morgan’s studies were consistent with the 
hypothesis that crossing over occurs between homologous chro-
mosomes to produce new combinations of alleles. To obtain direct 
evidence that crossing over can result in genetic recombination, 
Harriet Creighton and Barbara McClintock used an interesting 
strategy involving parallel observations. In studies conducted in 
1931, they first made crosses involving two linked genes to pro-
duce parental and recombinant offspring. Second, they used a 
microscope to view the structures of the chromosomes in the par-
ents and in the offspring. Because the parental chromosomes had 
some unusual structural features, they could microscopically dis-
tinguish the two homologous chromosomes within a pair. As we 
will see, this enabled them to correlate the occurrence of recom-
binant offspring with microscopically observable exchanges in 
segments of homologous chromosomes.
 Creighton and McClintock focused much of their attention 
on the pattern of inheritance of traits in corn. This species has 10 
different chromosomes per set, which are named chromosome 1, 
chromosome 2, chromosome 3, and so on. In previous cytologi-
cal examinations of corn chromosomes, some strains were found 
to have an unusual chromosome 9 with a darkly staining knob at 
one end. In addition, McClintock identified an abnormal version 
of chromosome 9 that also had an extra piece of chromosome 8 
attached at the other end (Figure 6.6a) . This chromosomal re-
arrangement is called a translocation .
 Creighton and McClintock insightfully realized that 
this abnormal chromosome could be used to determine if two 
homologous chromosomes physically exchange segments as a 
result of crossing over. They knew that a gene was located near 
the knobbed end of chromosome 9 that provided color to corn 
kernels. This gene existed in two alleles, the dominant allele C 
(colored) and the recessive allele c (colorless). A second gene, 
located near the translocated piece from chromosome 8, affected 
the texture of the kernel endosperm. The dominant allele Wx 
caused starchy endosperm, and the recessive wx allele caused 
waxy endosperm. Creighton and McClintock reasoned that a 
crossover involving a normal chromosome 9 and a knobbed/
translocated chromosome 9 would produce a chromosome that 
had either a knob or a translocation, but not both. These two 
types of chromosomes would be distinctly different from either 
of the parental chromosomes (Figure 6.6b).
 As shown in the experiment of Figure 6.7,  Creighton and 
McClintock began with a corn strain that carried an abnormal 
chromosome that had a knob at one end and a translocation at 
the other. Genotypically, this chromosome was C wx. The cyto-
logically normal chromosome in this strain was c Wx. This corn 
plant, termed parent A, had the genotype Cc Wx   wx  . It was 

crossed to a strain called parent B that carried two cytologically 
normal chromosomes and had the genotype cc Wx wx .
 They then observed the kernels in two ways. First, they 
examined the phenotypes of the kernels to see if they were col-
ored or colorless, and starchy or waxy. Second, the chromosomes 
in each kernel were examined under a microscope to determine 
their cytological appearance. Altogether, they observed a total of 
25 kernels (see data of Figure 6.7).

T H E  H Y P O T H E S I S

Offspring with nonparental phenotypes are the product of a 
cross  over. This crossover should produce nonparental chromo-
somes via an exchange of chromosomal segments between 
homologous chromosomes.
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Each kernel is a separate seed that has 
inherited a set of chromosomes from 
each parent.

Colored/waxy Colorless/waxy

This illustrates only 2 possible 
outcomes in the F1 kernels. The 
recombinant chromosome on the right is 
due to crossing over during meiosis in 
parent A. As shown in The Data, there are 
several possible outcomes.

Cross the two strains described. The 
tassel is the pollen-bearing structure, and 
the silk (equivalent to the stigma and 
style) is connected to the ovary. After 
fertilization, the ovary will develop into 
an ear of corn.

1.

Observe the kernels from this cross.2.

Microscopically examine chromosome 9 
in the kernels.

3.

From parent B
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T E S T I N G  T H E  H Y P O T H E S I S  —   F I G U R E  6 . 7  Experimental correlation between genetic recombination and 
crossing over.

Starting materials: Two different strains of corn. One strain, referred to as parent A, had an abnormal chromosome 9 (knobbed/translo-
cation) with a dominant C allele and a recessive wx allele. It also had a cytologically normal copy of chromosome 9 that carried the reces-
sive c allele and the dominant Wx allele. Its genotype was Cc Wxwx. The other strain (referred to as parent B) had two normal versions 
of chromosome 9. The genotype of this strain was cc Wxwx.
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Phenotype of
F1 Kernel

Number of
Kernels
Analyzed Cytological Appearance of Chromosome 9 in F1 Offspring*

Did a Crossover
Occur During
Gamete Formation
in Parent A?

Colored/waxy 3 NoNormalKnobbed/translocation

cC wxwx

C Wx

cc Wx

c wx

c wx

Wx

c wx

Colorless/starchy 11 NoNormal

or

c Wx

c wx

Normal

or

c Wx

Normal

Knobless/normal

4 YesKnobless/translocation

c wx

Knobless/translocationColorless/waxy 2 YesNormal

Colored/starchy

Total

5

25

YesKnobbed/normal

*In  this table, the chromosome on the left was inherited from parent A, and the blue chromosome on the right was inherited from parent B.
 Data from Harriet B. Creighton and Barbara McClintock (1931) A Correlation of Cytological and Genetical Crossing-Over in Zea Mays. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 
 USA 17, 492–497.
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T H E  D A T A 

 I N T E R P R E T I N G  T H E  D A T A

By combining the gametes in a Punnett square, the following 
types of offspring can be produced : 

Parent A   Parent B
C wx (nonrecombinant) c Wx
c Wx (nonrecombinant) c wx
C Wx (recombinant)
c wx (recombinant)

 As seen in the Punnett square, two of the phenotypic cat-
egories, colored, starchy (Cc Wx  wx or Cc Wx Wx) and colorless, 
starchy (cc Wx Wx or cc Wx wx), were ambiguous because they 
could arise from a nonrecombinant and from a recombinant 
gamete. In other words, these phenotypes could be produced 
whether or not recombination occurred in parent A. Therefore, 
let’s focus on the two unambiguous phenotypic categories: col-
ored, waxy (Cc  wxwx) and colorless, waxy (cc wxwx). The col-
ored, waxy phenotype could happen only if recombination did 
not occur in parent  A and if parent A passed the knobbed/
translocated chromosome to its offspring. As shown in the data, 
three kernels were obtained with this phenotype, and all of them 
had the knobbed/translocated chromosome. By comparison, 
the colorless, waxy phenotype could be obtained only if genetic 
recombination occurred in parent A and this parent passed a 
chromosome 9 that had a translocation but was knobless. Two 
kernels were obtained with this phenotype, and both of them 
had the expected chromosome that had a translocation but was 
knobless. Taken together, these results showed a perfect correla-
tion between genetic recombination of alleles and the cytological 
presence of a chromosome displaying a genetic exchange of chro-
mosomal pieces from parent A.
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In this experiment, the researchers were interested in whether or 
not crossing over had occurred in parent A, which was hetero-
zygous for both genes. This parent could produce four types of 
gametes, but parent B could produce only two types.
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FIGURE 6 .8  A simplified genetic linkage map of Drosophila melanogaster. This simplified map illustrates a few of the many thousands of 
genes that have been identified in this organism.

 Overall, the observations described in this experiment 
were consistent with the idea that a crossover occurred in the 
region between the C and wx genes that involved an exchange of 
segments between two homologous chromosomes. As stated by 
Creighton and McClintock, “Pairing chromosomes, heteromor-
phic in two regions, have been shown to exchange parts at the 
same time they exchange genes assigned to these regions.” These 
results supported the view that genetic recombination involves 
a physical exchange between homologous chromosomes. This 
microscopic evidence helped to convince geneticists that recom-

binant offspring arise from the physical exchange of segments of 
homologous chromosomes. As shown in the solved problem S4 
at the end of this chapter, an experiment by Curt Stern was also 
consistent with the conclusion that crossing over between homol-
ogous chromosomes accounts for the formation of offspring with 
recombinant phenotypes.

A self-help quiz involving this experiment can be found at 
www.mhhe.com/brookergenetics4e.

6.2 GENETIC MAPPING 
IN PLANTS AND ANIMALS

The purpose of genetic mapping, also known as gene mapping 
or chromosome mapping, is to determine the linear order and 
distance of separation among genes that are linked to each other 
along the same chromosome. Figure 6.8  illustrates a simplified 
genetic map of Drosophila melanogaster, depicting the locations 
of many different genes along the individual chromosomes. As 
shown here, each gene has its own unique locus—the site where 
the gene is found within a particular chromosome. For example, 
the gene designated brown eyes (bw), which affects eye color, is 

located near one end of chromosome 2. The gene designated 
black body (b), which affects body color, is found near the middle 
of the same chromosome.
 Why is genetic mapping useful? First, it allows geneticists to 
understand the overall complexity and genetic organization of a 
particular species. The genetic map of a species portrays the under-
lying basis for the inherited traits that an organism displays. In some 
cases, the known locus of a gene within a genetic map can help 
molecular geneticists to clone that gene and thereby obtain greater 
information about its molecular features. In addition, genetic maps 
are useful from an evolutionary point of view. A comparison of the 
genetic maps for different species can improve our understanding of 
the evolutionary relationships among those species.
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 Along with these scientific uses, genetic maps have many 
practical benefits. For example, many human genes that play a 
role in human disease have been genetically mapped. This infor-
mation can be used to diagnose and perhaps someday treat inher-
ited human diseases. It can also help genetic counselors predict 
the likelihood that a couple will produce children with certain 
inherited diseases. In addition, genetic maps are gaining increasing 
importance in agriculture. A genetic map can provide plant and 
animal breeders with helpful information for improving agricul-
turally important strains through selective breeding programs.
 In this section, we will examine traditional genetic map-
ping techniques that involve an analysis of crosses of individu-
als that are heterozygous for two or more genes. The frequency 
of nonparental offspring due to crossing over provides a way 
to deduce the linear order of genes along a chromosome. As 
depicted in Figure 6.8, this linear arrangement of genes is known 
as a genetic linkage map . This approach has been useful for 
analyzing organisms that are easily crossed and produce a large 
number of offspring in a short period of time. Genetic linkage 
maps have been constructed for several plant species and cer-
tain species of animals, such as Drosophila. For many organisms, 
however, traditional mapping approaches are difficult due to 
long generation times or the inability to carry out experimental 
crosses (as in humans). Fortunately, many alternative methods of 
gene mapping have been developed to replace the need to carry 
out crosses. As described in Chapter 20 , molecular approaches 
are increasingly used to map genes.

The Frequency of Recombination Between 
Two Genes Can Be Correlated with Their 
Map Distance Along a Chromosome
Genetic mapping allows us to estimate the relative distances 
between linked genes based on the likelihood that a crossover 
will occur between them. If two genes are very close together 
on the same chromosome, a crossover is unlikely to begin in the 
region between them. However, if two genes are very far apart, a 
crossover is more likely to be initiated in this region and thereby 
recombine the alleles of the two genes. Experimentally, the basis 
for genetic mapping is that the percentage of recombinant off-
spring is correlated with the distance between two genes. If two 
genes are far apart, many recombinant offspring will be pro-
duced. However, if two genes are close together, very few recom-
binant offspring will be observed.
 To interpret a genetic mapping experiment, the experi-
menter must know if the characteristics of an offspring are due to 
crossing over during meiosis in a parent. This is accomplished by 
conducting a testcross. Most testcrosses are between an individ-
ual that is heterozygous for two or more genes and an individual 
that is recessive and homozygous for the same genes. The goal of 
the testcross is to determine if recombination has occurred dur-
ing meiosis in the heterozygous parent. Thus, genetic mapping is 
based on the level of recombination that occurs in just one par-
ent—the heterozygote. In a testcross, new combinations of alleles 
cannot occur in the gametes of the other parent, which is homo-
zygous for these genes.

 Figure 6.9  illustrates how a testcross provides an exper i-
mental strategy to distinguish between recombinant and non-
recombinant offspring. This cross concerns two linked genes 
affecting bristle length and body color in fruit flies. The reces-
sive alleles are s (short bristles) and e (ebony body), and the 
dominant (wild-type) alleles are s+ (long bristles) and e+ (gray 
body). One parent displays both recessive traits. Therefore, 
we know this parent is homozygous for the recessive alleles of 
the two genes (ss ee). The other parent is heterozygous for the 
linked genes affecting bristle length and body color. This parent 
was produced from a cross involving a true-breeding wild-type 
fly and a true-breeding fly with short bristles and an ebony 
body. Therefore, in this heterozygous parent, we know that 
the s and e alleles are located on one chromosome and the cor-
responding s+ and e+ alleles are located on the homologous 
chromosome.
 Now let’s take a look at the four possible types of offspring 
these parents can produce. The offspring’s phenotypes are long 
bristles, gray body; short bristles, ebony body; long bristles, 
ebony body; and short bristles, gray body. All four types of off-
spring have inherited a chromosome carrying the s and e alleles 
from their homozygous parent (shown on the right in each 
pair). Focus your attention on the other chromosome. The off-
spring with long bristles and gray bodies have inherited a chro-
mosome carrying the s+

 and e+  alleles from the heterozygous 
parent. This chromosome is not the product of a crossover. The 
offspring with short bristles and ebony bodies have inherited 
a chromosome carrying the s and e alleles from the heterozy-
gous parent. Again, this chromosome is not the product of a 
crossover.
 The other two types of offspring, however, can be pro-
duced only if crossing over has occurred in the region between 
these two genes. Those with long bristles and ebony bodies or 
short bristles and gray bodies have inherited a chromosome that 
is the product of a crossover during meiosis in the heterozygous 
parent. As noted in Figure 6.9, the recombinant offspring are 
fewer in number than are the nonrecombinant offspring.
 The frequency of recombination can be used as an estimate 
of the physical distance between two genes on the same chrom o-
some. The map distance is defined as the number of recombinant 
offspring divided by the total number of offspring, multiplied by 
100. We can calculate the map distance between these two genes 
using this formula:

Map distance =   
Number of recombinant offspring

   ____________________________   Total number of offspring   × 100

 =   76 + 75  __________________  537 + 542 + 76 + 75   × 100

 = 12.3 map units

 The units of distance are called map units (mu), or some-
times centiMorgans (cM) in honor of Thomas Hunt Morgan. One 
map unit is equivalent to a 1% frequency of recombination. In this 
example, we would conclude that the s and e alleles are 12.3 mu 
apart from each other along the same chromosome.  
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Alfred Sturtevant Used the Frequency 
of Crossing Over in Dihybrid Crosses 
to Produce the First Genetic Map
In 1913, the first individual to construct a (very small) genetic 
map was Alfred Sturtevant, an undergraduate who spent time 
in the laboratory of Thomas Hunt Morgan. Sturtevant wrote: 
“In conversation with Morgan . . . I suddenly realized that the 
variations in the strength of linkage, already attributed by Mor-
gan to differences in the spatial separation of the genes, offered 
the possibility of determining sequences [of different genes] in 
the linear dimension of a chromosome. I went home and spent 
most of the night (to the neglect of my undergraduate home-
work) in producing the first chromosome map, which included 
the sex-linked genes, y, w, v, m, and r, in the order and approxi-
mately the relative spacing that they still appear on the standard 
maps.”
 In the experiment of Figure 6.10 , Sturtevant considered 
the outcome of crosses involving six different mutant alleles that 

altered the phenotype of flies. All of these alleles were known 
to be recessive and X-linked. They are y (yellow body color), 
 w (white eye color),  w-e  (eosin eye color), v (vermilion eye color), 
m (miniature wings), and r (rudimentary wings). The w and w-e 
alleles are alleles of the same gene. In contrast, the v allele (ver-
milion eye color) is an allele of a different gene that also affects 
eye color. The two alleles that affect wing length, m and r, are 
also in different genes. Therefore, Sturtevant studied the inheri-
tance of six recessive alleles, but since w and w-e are alleles of the 
same gene, his genetic map contained only five genes. The corre-
sponding wild-type alleles are y+ (gray body), w+ (red eyes), v+ 
(red eyes), m+ (long wings), and r+ (long wings).

T H E  H Y P O T H E S I S

When genes are located on the same chromosome, the distance 
between the genes can be estimated from the proportion of 
recombinant offspring. This provides a way to map the order of 
genes along a chromosome.
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FIG URE 6.9  Use of a testcross to 
distinguish between recombinant and 
nonrecombinant offspring. The cross 

involves one Drosophila parent that is homozygous recessive 
for short bristles (ss) and ebony body (ee), and one parent 
heterozygous for both genes (s+s e+e). (Note: Drosophila 
geneticists normally designate the short allele as ss and a 
homozygous fly with short bristles as ssss. In this case, the 
allele causing short bristles is designated with a single s 
to avoid confusion between the allele designation and the 
genotype of the fly. Also, crossing over does not occur dur-
ing sperm formation in Drosophila, which is unusual among 
eukaryotes. Therefore, the heterozygote in a testcross involv-
ing Drosophila must be the female.)
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Experimental level Conceptual level

x

Cross a female that is heterozygous for 
two different genes to a male that is 
hemizygous recessive for the same two 
genes. In this example, cross a female 
that is Xy+w+

Xyw  to a male that is Xyw Y.

This strategy was employed for many 
dihybrid combinations of the six alleles 
already described.  

1.

Observe the outcome of the 
crosses.

2.

Calculate the percentages of offspring 
that are the result of crossing over 
(number of nonparental/total).

3.
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See The Data.

Yellow bodies
Red eyes

T E S T I N G  T H E  H Y P O T H E S I S  —  F I G U R E  6 . 1 0  The first genetic mapping experiment.

Starting materials: Sturtevant began with several different strains of Drosophila that contained the six alleles already described.
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T H E  D A T A 
 Number  Percent
Alleles Recombinant/Total Recombinant
Concerned Number Offspring

y and w/w-e 214/21,736 1.0
y and v 1464/4551 32.2
y and m 115/324 35.5
y and r 260/693 37.5
w/w-e and v 471/1584 29.7
w/w-e and m 2062/6116 33.7
w/w-e and r 406/898 45.2
v and m  17/573 3.0
v and r 109/405 26.9

  Data from Alfred H. Sturtevant (1913) The linear arrangement of six sex-linked 
factors in Drosophila, as shown by their mode of association. J Exp Zool 14, 43–59.

 I N T E R P R E T I N G  T H E  D A T A

As shown in Figure 6.10, Sturtevant made pairwise testcrosses 
and then counted the number of offspring in the four phenotypic 
categories. Two of the categories were nonrecombinant and two 
were recombinant, requiring a crossover between the X chromo-
somes in the female heterozygote. Let’s begin by contrasting the 
results between particular pairs of genes, shown in the data. In 
some dihybrid crosses, the percentage of nonparental offspring 
was rather low. For example, dihybrid crosses involving the 
 y allele and the w or w-e allele yielded 1% recombinant offspring. 
This result suggested that these two genes are very close together. 
By comparison, other dihybrid crosses showed a higher percent-
age of nonparental offspring. For example, crosses involving the 
v and r alleles produced 26.9% recombinant offspring. These two 
genes are expected to be farther apart.
 To construct his map, Sturtevant began with the assump-
tion that the map distances would be more accurate between 
genes that are closely linked. Therefore, his map is based on the 
distance between y and w (1.0), w and v (29.7), v and m (3.0), 
and v and r (26.9). He also considered other features of the data 
to deduce the order of the genes. For example, the percentage of 
crossovers between w and m was 33.7. The percentage of cross-
overs between w and v was 29.7, suggesting that v is between w 
and m, but closer to m. The proximity of v and m is confirmed 
by the low percentage of crossovers between v and m (3.0). 
  Sturtevant collectively considered the data and proposed the 
genetic map shown here. 

FIGURE 6.11  Relationship between the percentage of recom-
binant offspring in a testcross and the actual map distance between 
genes. The y-axis depicts the percentage of recombinant offspring that 
would be observed in a dihybrid testcross. The actual map distance, 
shown on the x-axis, is calculated by analyzing the percentages of 
recombinant offspring from a series of many dihybrid crosses involving 
closely linked genes. Even though two genes may be more than 50 mu 
apart, the percentage of recombinant offspring will not exceed 50%.

alleles are 30.7 mu apart, and the v and m alleles are 3.0 mu 
apart. This study by Sturtevant was a major breakthrough, 
because it showed how to map the locations of genes along chro-
mosomes by making the appropriate crosses.
 If you look carefully at Sturtevant’s data, you will notice 
a few observations that do not agree very well with his genetic 
map. For example, the percentage of recombinant offspring for 
the y and r dihybrid cross was 37.5 (but the map distance is 
57.6), and the crossover percentage between w and r was 45.2 
(but the map distance is 56.6). As the percentage of recombi-
nant offspring approaches a value of 50%, this value becomes a 
progressively more inaccurate measure of actual map distance 
(Figure 6.11) . What is the basis for this inaccuracy? When the 
distance between two genes is large, the likelihood of multiple 
crossovers in the region between them causes the observed num-
ber of recombinant offspring to underestimate this distance.
 Multiple crossovers set a quantitative limit on the relation-
ship between map distance and the percentage of recombinant 
offspring. Even though two different genes can be on the same 
chromosome and more than 50 mu apart, a testcross is expected 
to yield a maximum of only 50% recombinant offspring. What 
accounts for this 50% limit? The answer lies in the pattern of 
multiple crossovers. A single crossover in the region between 
two genes will produce only 50% recombinant chromosomes (see 
Figure 6.1b). Therefore, to exceed a 50% recombinant level, it 
would seem necessary to have multiple crossovers within a tet-
rad. However, let’s consider double crossovers. As shown in the 
figure to solved problem S5 at the end of the chapter, a double 
crossover between two genes could involve four, three, or two 

  In this genetic map, Sturtevant began at the y allele and 
mapped the genes from left to right. For example, the y and v 
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Trihybrid Crosses Can Be Used to Determine 
the Order and Distance Between Linked Genes
Thus far, we have considered the construction of genetic maps 
using dihybrid testcrosses to compute map distance. The data 
from trihybrid crosses can yield additional information about 
map distance and gene order. In a trihybrid cross, the exper i-
menter crosses two individuals that differ in three characters. The 
following experiment outlines a common strategy for using trihy-
brid crosses to map genes. In this experiment, the parental gen-
eration consists of fruit flies that differ in body color, eye color, 
and wing shape. We must begin with true-breeding lines so that 
we know which alleles are initially linked to each other on the 
same chromosome. In this example, all of the dominant alleles 
are linked on the same chromosome.

Step 1.  Cross two true-breeding strains that differ with regard to 
three alleles. In this example, we will cross a fly that has 
a black body (bb), purple eyes (prpr), and vestigial wings 
(vgvg) to a homozygous wild-type fly with a gray body 
(b+b+), red eyes (pr+pr+), and long wings (vg+vg+): 

   The goal in this step is to obtain F1 individuals that are 
heterozygous for all three genes. In the F1 heterozygotes, 
all dominant alleles are located on one chromosome, 
and all recessive alleles are on the other homologous 
chromo some.
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chromatids, which would yield 100%, 50%, or 0% recombinants, 
respectively. Because all of these double crossovers are equally 
likely, we take the average of them to determine the maximum 
recombination frequency. This average equals 50%. Therefore, 
when two different genes are more than 50 mu apart, they follow 

the law of independent assortment in a testcross and only 50% 
recombinants are observed.

A self-help quiz involving this experiment can be found at 
www.mhhe.com/brookergenetics4e.

Step 2.  Perform a testcross by mating F1 female heterozygotes to 
male flies that are homozygous recessive for all three alleles 
(bb prpr vgvg). 

   During gametogenesis in the heterozygous female F1 
flies, crossovers may produce new combinations of the 
three alleles.

Step 3. Collect data for the F2 generation. As shown in Table 6.1,  
eight phenotypic combinations are possible. An analysis 
of the F2 generation flies allows us to map these three 
genes. Because the three genes exist as two alleles each, 
we have 23, or 8, possible combinations of offspring. If 
these alleles assorted independently, all eight combina-
tions would occur in equal proportions. However, we see 
that the proportions of the eight phenotypes are far from 
equal.

    The genotypes of the parental generation correspond 
to the phenotypes gray body, red eyes, and long wings, 
and black body, purple eyes, and vestigial wings. In 
crosses involving linked genes, the parental phenotypes 
occur most frequently in the offspring. The remaining 
six phenotypes are due to crossing over.

    The double crossover is always expected to be 
the least frequent category of offspring. Two of the 
phenotypes—gray body, purple eyes, and long wings; 
and black body, red eyes, and vestigial wings—arose 
from a double crossover between two pairs of genes. 
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Also, the combination of traits in the double crossover 
tells us which gene is in the middle. When a chromatid 
undergoes a double crossover, the gene in the middle 
becomes separated from the other two genes at either 
end. 

heterozygous female parent in the absence of crossing 
over. Let’s consider this arrangement with regard to gene 
pairs:

 b+ is linked to pr+, and b is linked to pr
 pr+ is linked to vg+, and pr is linked to vg
 b+ is linked to vg+, and b is linked to vg

       With regard to body color and eye color, the recombinant 
offspring have gray bodies and purple eyes (2 + 30) or 
black bodies and red eyes (28 + 1). As shown along the 
right side of Table 6.1, these offspring were produced 
by crossovers in the female parents. The total number 
of these recombinant offspring is 61. The map distance 
between the body color and eye color genes is 

Map distance =   61 ________ 944 + 61   × 100 = 6.1 mu

     With regard to eye color and wing shape, the recombi-
nant offspring have red eyes and vestigial wings (61 + 1) 
or purple eyes and long wings (2 + 60). The total number 
is 124. The map distance between the eye color and wing 
shape genes is 

Map distance =   124 _________ 881 + 124   × 100 = 12.3 mu

     With regard to body color and wing shape, the recombi-
nant offspring have gray bodies and vestigial wings (61 + 
30) or black bodies and long wings (28 + 60). The total 
number is 179. The map distance between the body color 
and wing shape genes is

Map distance =   179 _________ 826 + 179   × 100 = 17.8 mu

Step 5.  Construct the map. Based on the map unit calculation, 
the body color (b) and wing shape (vg) genes are farthest 
apart. The eye color gene (pr) must lie in the middle. As 
mentioned earlier, this order of genes is also confirmed 
by the pattern of traits found in the double crossovers. 
To construct the map, we use the distances between the 
genes that are  closest together. 

   In the double-crossover categories, the recessive purple 
eye allele is separated from the other two recessive alleles. 
When mated to a homozygous recessive fly in the test-
cross, this yields flies with gray bodies, purple eyes, and 
long wings; or ones with black bodies, red eyes, and 
 vestigial wings. This observation indicates that the gene 
for eye color lies between the genes for body color and 
wing shape.

Step 4.  Calculate the map distance between pairs of genes. To do 
this, we need to understand which gene combinations 
are recombinant and which are nonrecombinant. The 
recombinant offspring are due to crossing over in 
the heterozygous female parent. If you look back at 
step 2, you can see the arrangement of alleles in the 

TABLE 6.1
Data from a Trihybrid Cross (see step 2)

 Number of  Chromosome
 Observed Offspring Inherited from
Phenotype (males and females) F1 Female

Gray body, red eyes, 
long wings  411

Gray body, red eyes, 
vestigial wings   61

Gray body, purple 
eyes, long wings    2

Gray body, purple 
eyes, vestigial wings   30

Black body, red eyes, 
long wings   28

Black body, red eyes, 
vestigial wings    1

Black body, purple 
eyes, long wings   60

Black body, purple eyes, 
vestigial wings  412

               Total  1005

   In our example, we have placed the body color gene first 
and the wing shape gene last. The data also are consistent 
with a map in which the wing shape gene comes first and 
the body color gene comes last. In detailed genetic maps, 
the locations of genes are mapped relative to the centro-
mere.

 You may have noticed that our calculations underestimate 
the distance between the body color and wing shape genes. We 
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obtained a value of 17.8 mu even though the distance seems to 
be 18.4 mu when we add together the distance between body 
color and eye color genes (6.1 mu) and the distance between eye 
color and wing shape genes (12.3 mu). What accounts for this 
discrepancy? The answer is double crossovers. If you look at the 
data in Table 6.1, the offspring with gray bodies, purple eyes, and 
long wings or those with black bodies, red eyes, and vestigial 
wings are due to a double crossover. From a phenotypic perspec-
tive, these offspring are not recombinant with regard to the body 
color and wing shape alleles. Even so, we know that they arose 
from a double crossover between these two genes. Therefore, we 
should consider these crossovers when calculating the distance 
between the body color and wing shape genes. In this case, three 
offspring (2 + 1) were due to double crossovers. Because they 
are double crossovers, we multiply 2 times the number of double 
crossovers (2 + 1) and add this number to our previous value of 
recombinant offspring: 

Map distance =   179 + 2(2 + 1)  _____________  826 + 179   × 100 = 18.4 mu 

Interference Can Influence the Number 
of Double Crossovers That Occur in a Short Region
In Chapter 2 , we considered the product rule to determine the 
probability that two independent events will both occur. The prod-
uct rule allows us to predict the expected likelihood of a double 
crossover provided we know the individual probabilities of each 
single crossover. Let’s reconsider the data of the trihybrid testcross 
just described to see if the frequency of double cross overs is what 
we would expect based on the product rule. If each crossover is 
an independent event, we can multiply the likelihood of a single 
crossover between b and pr (0.061) times the likelihood of a single 
crossover between pr and vg (0.123). The product rule predicts 

   Expected likelihood of a double crossover = 
0.061 × 0.123 = 0.0075 = 0.75%

  Expected number of offspring due to a double crossover, 
based on a total of 1 005 offspring produced = 1005 × 
0.0075 = 7.5

In other words, we would expect about 7 or 8 offspring to be 
produced as a result of a double crossover. The observed number of 
offspring was only 3 (namely, 2 with gray bodies, purple eyes, and 
long wings, and 1 with a black body, red eyes, and vestigial wings). 
What accounts for the lower number? This lower-than-expected 
value is probably not due to random sampling error. Instead, the 
likely cause is a common genetic phenomenon known as positive 
interference, in which the occurrence of a crossover in one region 
of a chromosome decreases the probability that a second crossover 
will occur nearby. In other words, the first crossover interferes with 
the ability to form a second crossover in the immediate vicinity. To 
provide interference with a quantitative value, we first calculate the 
coefficient of coincidence (C), which is the ratio of the observed 
number of double crossovers to the expected number.

C =   Observed number of double crossovers    ________________________________    Expected number of double crossovers  

Interference (I) is expressed as

I = 1 − C
 For the data of the trihybrid testcross, the observed num-
ber of crossovers is 3 and the expected number is 7.5, so the 
coefficient of coincidence equals 3/7.5 = 0.40. In other words, 
only 40% of the expected number of double crossovers were 
actually observed. The value for interference equals 1 − 0.4 = 
0.60, or 60%. This means that 60% of the expected number of 
crossovers did not occur. Because I has a positive value, this is 
called positive interference. Rarely, the outcome of a testcross 
yields a negative value for interference. A negative interfer-
ence value suggests that a first crossover enhanced the rate of 
a second crossover in a nearby region. Although the molecular 
mechanisms that cause interference are not entirely understood, 
in most organisms the number of crossovers is regulated so that 
very few occur per chromosome. The reasons for positive and 
negative interference require further research.

6.3 GENETIC MAPPING 
IN HAPLOID EUKARYOTES
Before ending our discussion of genetic mapping, let’s consider 
some pioneering studies that involved the genetic mapping of 
haploid organisms. You may find it surprising that certain spe-
cies of simple eukaryotes, particularly unicellular algae and fungi, 
which spend part of their life cycle in the haploid state, have also 
been used in genetic mapping studies. The sac fungi, called asco-
mycetes, have been particularly useful to geneticists because of 
their unique style of sexual reproduction. In fact, much of our 
earliest understanding of genetic recombination came from the 
genetic analyses of fungi.
 Fungi may be unicellular or multicellular organisms. Fun-
gal cells are typically haploid (1n) and can reproduce asexually. 
In addition, fungi can also reproduce sexually by the fusion of 
two haploid cells to create a diploid zygote (2n) (Figure 6.12) . 
The diploid zygote can then proceed through meiosis to pro-
duce four haploid cells, which are called spores. This group of 
four spores is known as a tetrad (not to be confused with a tet-
rad of four sister chromatids). In some species, meiosis is fol-
lowed by a mitotic division to produce eight spores, known as 
an octad.
 In ascomycete  fungi and certain species of algae, the cells 
of a tetrad or octad are contained within a sac, which is called 
an ascus (plural: asci) in fungi. In other words, the products of a 
single meiotic division are contained within one sac. This mode 
of reproduction does not occur in other eukaryotic groups. Stud-
ies of fungi have been pivotal in our fundamental understand-
ing of meiosis and crossing over. By comparison, the products 
of meiosis are produced differently in animals and plants. For 
example, in animals, oogenesis produces a single functional egg, 
and spermatogenesis occurs in the testes, where the resulting 
sperm become mixed with millions of other sperm.
 Using a microscope, researchers can dissect asci and study 
the traits of each haploid spore. In this way, these organisms offer 
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a unique opportunity for geneticists to identify and study all of 
the cells that are derived from a single meiotic division. In this 
section, we will consider how the analysis of asci can be used to 
map genes in fungi.

Ordered Tetrad Analysis Can Be Used to Map 
the Distance Between a Gene and the Centromere
The arrangement of spores within an ascus varies from spe-
cies to species (Figure 6.13a) . In some cases, the ascus pro-
vides enough space for the tetrads or octads of spores to ran-
domly mix together. This creates an unordered tetrad or octad. 
These occur in fungal species such as Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
and Aspergillus nidulans and also in certain unicellular algae 
(Chlamydomonas reinhardtii). By comparison, other species 
of fungi produce a very tight ascus that prevents spores from 
randomly moving around, which results in an ordered tet-
rad or octad. Figure 6.13b illustrates how an ordered octad is 
formed in Neurospora crassa. In this example, spores that carry 
the A allele have orange pigmentation, and those having the a 
(albino) allele are white.
 A key feature of ordered tetrads or octads is that the position 
and order of spores within the ascus reflect their relationship to 
each other as they were produced by meiosis and mitosis. This idea 
is schematically shown in Figure 6.13b. After the original diploid 
cell has undergone chromosome replication, the first meiotic divi-
sion produces two cells that are arranged next to each other within 
the sac. The second meiotic division then produces four cells that 
are also arranged in a row. Due to the tight enclosure of the sac 
around the cells, each pair of daughter cells is forced to lie next to 
each other in a linear fashion. Likewise, when these four cells divide 
by mitosis, each pair of daughter cells is located next to each other.
 In species that make ordered tetrads or octads, experi-
menters can determine the genotypes of the spores within the 
asci and map the distance between a single gene and the centro-
mere. Because the location of the centromere can be seen under 
the microscope, the mapping of a gene relative to the centromere 
provides a way to correlate a gene’s location with the cytological 
characteristics of a chromosome. This approach has been exten-
sively exploited in N. crassa.
 Figure 6.14  compares the arrangement of cells within a 
Neurospora ascus depending on whether or not a crossover has 
occurred between two homologs that differ at a gene with alleles 
A (orange pigmentation) and a (albino, which results in a white 
phenotype). In Figure 6.14a, a crossover has not occurred, so the 
octad contains a linear arrangement of four haploid cells carry-
ing the A allele, which are adjacent to four haploid cells that con-
tain the a allele. This 4:4 arrangement of spores within the ascus 
is called first-division segregation (FDS), or an M1 pattern. It 
is called a first-division segregation pattern because the A and 
a alleles have segregated from each other after the first meiotic 
division.
 In contrast, as shown in Figure 6.14b, if a crossover occurs 
between the centromere and the gene of interest, the ordered 
octad will deviate from the 4:4 pattern. Depending on the rela-
tive locations of the two chromatids that participated in the 

Haploid cell (1n) Haploid cell (1n)

Tetrad of haploid (1n)
spores contained within an ascus

Octad of haploid (1n) spores contained 
within an ascus

Diploid zygote (2n)

Meiosis

Chromosome
replication

Mitosis
(only certain species)

Spore

Spore

F IGURE 6 .1 2  Sexual reproduction in ascomycetes. For sim-
plicity, this diagram shows each haploid cell as having only one chromo-
some per haploid set. However, fungal species actually contain several 
chromosomes per haploid set.
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F IGU RE  6 .1 3  Arrangement of spores within asci of different species. (a) Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (an alga) 
produce unordered tetrads, Aspergillus nidulans produces an unordered octad, and Neurospora crassa produces an ordered octad. (b) Ordered octads 
are produced in N. crassa by meiosis and mitosis in such a way that the eight resulting cells are arranged linearly.

crossover, the ascus will contain a 2:2:2:2 or 2:4:2 pattern. These 
patterns are called second-division segregation (SDS), or M2 
patterns. In this case, the A and a alleles do not segregate until 
the second meiotic division is completed.
 Because a pattern of second-division segregation is a result 
of crossing over, the percentage of SDS asci can be used to cal-
culate the map distance between the centromere and the gene 
of interest. To understand why this is possible, let’s consider the 
relationship between a crossover site and the centromere. As 
shown in Figure 6.15 , a crossover will separate a gene from its 
original centromere only if it begins in the region between the 

centromere and that gene. Therefore, the chances of getting a 
2:2:2:2 or 2:4:2 pattern depend on the distance between the gene 
of interest and the centromere.
 To determine the map distance between the centromere and 
a gene, the experimenter must count the number of SDS asci and 
the total number of asci. In SDS asci, only half of the spores are 
actually the product of a crossover. Therefore, the map distance 
between the gene of interest and the centromere is calculated as

Map distance =   (1/2) (Number of SDS asci)   ______________________  Total number of asci   × 100
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F IGURE 6 .1 4  A comparison of the arrangement of cells within an ordered octad, depending on whether or not crossing over has 
occurred. (a) If no crossing over has occurred, the octad will have a 4:4 arrangement of spores known as an FDS or M1 pattern. (b) If a crossover 
has occurred between the centromere and the gene of interest, a 2:2:2:2 or 2:4:2 pattern, known as an SDS or M2 pattern, is observed.
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Unordered Tetrad Analysis Can Be Used 
to Map Genes in Dihybrid Crosses

Unordered tetrads contain a group of spores that are the product of 
meiosis and randomly arranged in an ascus. An experimenter can 
conduct a dihybrid cross, remove the spores from each ascus, and 

determine the phenotypes of the spores. This analysis can determine 
if two genes are linked or assort independently. If two genes are 
linked, a tetrad analysis can also be used to compute map distance.
 Figure 6.16  illustrates the possible outcomes starting with two 
haploid yeast strains. One strain carries the wild-type alleles ura+ 
and arg+, which are required for uracil and arginine biosynthesis, 

(a) Crossover begins between centromere
      and gene of interest.

Result: The gene is 
separated from its 
original centromere.

Result: The gene is
not separated from its 
original centromere.

A

A

a

a

A

A

a

a

Centromere A

a

A

A

A

a

a

a

(b) Crossover does not begin between 
      centromere and gene of interest.

Centromere

F IGU RE  6 .1 5  The relationship between a crossover site and the separation of an allele from its original centromere. (a) If a crossover ini-
tially forms between the centromere and the gene of interest, the gene will be separated from its original centromere. (b) If a crossover initiates outside 
this region, the gene will remain attached to its original centromere.
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Haploid cell

Possible asci:

Parental ditype (PD)
2 ura+arg + : 2 ura-2 arg-3 

Tetratype (T)
  1 ura+arg + : 1ura-2 arg-3 :  
1 ura+arg-3 : 1 ura-2 arg + 

Nonparental ditype (NPD)
2 ura+arg-3 : 2 ura-2 arg +

Haploid cell

Diploid zygote

Meiosis

xura+arg +

ura+arg +

ura+ura-2
arg +arg-3

ura-2 arg-3

ura-2 arg-3

ura+arg-3

ura-2 arg +

ura+arg +

ura+arg +

ura-2 arg-3

ura-2 arg-3

ura+arg-3

ura-2 arg +

ura-2 arg +

ura+arg-3

FIGURE 6.16  The assortment of two genes in an unordered tetrad. If the tetrad contains 100% parental cells, this ascus 
has the parental ditype (PD). If it contains 50% parental and 50% recombinant cells, it is a tetratype (T). Finally, an ascus with 100% 
recombinant cells is called a nonparental ditype (NPD). This figure does not illustrate the chromosomal locations of the alleles. In this 

type of experiment, the goal is to determine whether the two genes are linked on the same chromosome.
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respectively. The other strain has defective alleles ura-2 and arg-3; 
these result in yeast strains that require uracil and arginine in the 
growth medium. A diploid zygote with the genotype ura+ura-2 arg+

arg-3 was produced from the fusion of haploid cells from these two 
strains. The diploid cell then proceeds through meiosis to produce 
four haploid cells. After the completion of meiosis, three distinct 
types of tetrads could be produced. One possibility is that the tetrad 
will contain four spores with the parental combinations of alleles. 

This ascus is said to have the parental ditype (PD). Alternatively, 
an ascus may have two parental cells and two nonparental cells, 
which is called a tetratype (T). Finally, an ascus with a nonparen-
tal ditype (NPD) contains four cells with nonparental genotypes.
 When two genes assort independently, the number of asci 
having a parental ditype is expected to equal the number hav-
ing a nonparental ditype, thus yielding 50% recombinant spores. 
For linked genes, Figure 6.17  illustrates the relationship between 

F IGURE 6 .1 7  Relationship between crossing over and the production of the parental ditype, tetratype, and nonparental ditype for two 
linked genes. 
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crossing over and the type of ascus that will result. If no cross-
ing over occurs in the region between the two genes, the parental 
ditype will be produced (Figure 6.17a). A single crossover event 
produces a tetratype (Figure 6.17b). Double crossovers can yield 
a parental ditype, tetra type, or nonparental ditype, depending on 
the combination of chromatids that are involved (Figure 6.17c). 
A nonparental ditype is produced when a double crossover 
involves all four chromatids. A tetratype results from a three-
chromatid crossover. Finally, a double crossover between the 
same two chromatids produces the parental ditype.
 The data from a tetrad analysis can be used to calculate the 
map distance between two linked genes. As in conventional map-
ping, the map distance is calculated as the percentage of offspring 
that carry recombinant chromosomes. As mentioned, a tetratype 
contains 50% recombinant chromosomes; a nonparental ditype, 
100%. Therefore, the map distance is computed as

 Map distance =   NPD + (1/2) (T)  _________________  total number of asci   × 100 

 Over short map distances, this calculation provides a fairly 
reliable measure of distance. However, it does not adequately 
account for double crossovers. When two genes are far apart on 
the same chromosome, the calculated map distance using this 
equation underestimates the actual map distance due to double 
crossovers. Fortunately, a particular strength of tetrad analysis 
is that we can derive another equation that accounts for double 
crossovers and thereby provides a more accurate value for map 
distance. To begin this derivation, let’s consider a more precise 
way to calculate map distance.

Map distance =   

Single crossover tetrads + 
(2) (Double crossover tetrads)   _________________________   Total number of asci   × 0.5 × 100

This equation includes the number of single and double cross-
overs in the computation of map distance. The total number of 
crossovers equals the number of single crossovers plus 2 times 
the number of double crossovers. Overall, the tetrads that con-
tain single and double crossovers also contain 50% nonrecom-
binant chromosomes. To calculate map distance, therefore, we 
divide the total number of crossovers by the total number of asci 
and multiply by 0.5 and 100.
 To be useful, we need to relate this equation to the number 
of parental ditypes, nonparental ditypes, and tetratypes that are 
obtained by experimentation. To derive this relationship, we must 
consider the types of tetrads that are produced from no crossing 
over, a single crossover, and double crossovers. To do so, let’s take 
another look at Figure 6.17. As shown there, the parental ditype 
and tetratype are ambiguous. The parental ditype can be derived 
from no crossovers or a double crossover; the tetratype can be 
derived from a single crossover or a double crossover. However, 
the nonparental ditype is unambiguous, because it can be pro-
duced only from a double crossover. We can use this observation 
as a way to determine the actual number of single and double 
crossovers. As seen in Figure 6.17, 1/4 of all the double crossovers 
are nonparental ditypes. Therefore, the total number of double 
crossovers equals four times the number of nonparental ditypes.

 Next, we need to know the number of single crossovers. A 
single crossover yields a tetratype, but double crossovers can also 
yield a tetratype. Therefore, the total number of tetratypes over-
estimates the true number of single crossovers. Fortunately, we can 
compensate for this overestimation. Because two types of tetratypes 
are due to a double crossover, the actual number of tetratypes aris-
ing from a double crossover should equal 2NPD. Therefore, the 
true number of single crossovers is calculated as T − 2NPD.
 Now we have accurate measures of both single and double 
crossovers. The number of single crossovers equals T − 2NPD, 
and the number of double crossovers equals 4NPD. We can sub-
stitute these values into our previous equation.

Map distance =   (T − 2NPD) + (2) (4NPD)   ______________________  Total number of asci   × 0.5 × 100

 =   T + 6NPD  _________________  Total number of asci   × 0.5 × 100

This equation provides a more accurate measure of map distance 
because it considers both single and double crossovers.

6.4 MITOTIC RECOMBINATION 
Thus far, we have considered how the arrangement of linked 
alleles along a chromosome can be rearranged by crossing over. 
This event can produce cells and offspring with a nonparental 
combination of traits. In these previous cases, crossing over has 
occurred during meiosis, when the homologous chromosomes 
replicate and form bivalents.
 In multicellular organisms, the union of egg and sperm 
is followed by many cellular divisions, which occur in conjunc-
tion with mitotic divisions of the cell nuclei. As discussed in 
Chapter 3 , mitosis normally does not involve the homologous 
pairing of chromosomes to form a bivalent. Therefore, crossing 
over during mitosis is expected to occur much less frequently 
than during meiosis. Nevertheless, it does happen on rare occa-
sions. Mitotic crossing-over may produce a pair of recombinant 
chromosomes that have a new combination of alleles, an event 
known as mitotic recombination. If it occurs during an early 
stage of embryonic development, the daughter cells containing 
the recom bi nant chromosomes continue to divide many times 
to produce a patch of tissue in the adult. This may result in a 
portion of tissue with characteristics different from those of the 
rest of the organism.
 In 1936, Curt Stern identified unusual patches on the bodies 
of certain Drosophila strains. He was working with strains carry-
ing X-linked alleles affecting body color and bristle morphology 
(Figure 6.18) . A recessive allele confers yellow body color (y), 
and another recessive allele causes shorter body bristles that look 
singed (sn). The corresponding wild-type alleles result in gray body 
color (y+) and long bristles (sn+). Females that are y+y sn+sn are 
expected to have gray body color and long bristles. This was gener-
ally the case. However, when Stern carefully observed the bodies of 
these female flies under a low-power microscope, he occasionally 
noticed places in which two adjacent regions were different from 
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 FIGURE 6.18  Mitotic recombination in Drosophila that pro-
duces twin spotting.
Genes → Traits In this illustration, the genotype of the fertilized egg was y+y sn+sn. 
During development, a mitotic crossover occurred in a single embryonic cell. After 
mitotic crossing over, the separation of the chromatids occurred, so one embryonic 
cell became y+y+ snsn and the adjacent sister cell became yy sn+sn+. The embryonic 
cells then continued to divide by normal mitosis to produce an adult fly. The cells 
in the adult that were derived from the y+y+ snsn embryonic cell produced a spot 
on the adult body that was gray and had singed bristles. The cells derived from the 
yy sn+sn+ embryonic cell produced an adjacent spot on the body that was yellow 
and had long bristles. In this case, mitotic recombination produced an unusual 
trait known as a twin spot. The characteristics of this twin spot differ from the 
surrounding tissue, which is gray with long bristles.
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the rest of the body—a twin spot. He concluded that twin spotting 
was too frequent to be explained by the random positioning of two 
independent single spots that happened to occur close together. 
How then did Stern explain the phenomenon of twin spotting? He 
proposed that twin spots are due to a single mitotic recombination 
within one cell during embryonic development.
 As shown in Figure 6.18, the X chromosomes of the fertil-
ized egg are y+ sn and y sn+. During development, a rare cross-
over can occur during mitosis to produce two adjacent daughter 

cells that are y+y+ snsn and yy sn+sn+. As embryonic develop-
ment proceeds, the cell on the left continues to divide to produce 
many cells, eventually producing a patch on the body that has 
gray color with singed bristles. The daughter cell next to it pro-
duces a patch of yellow body color with long bristles. These two 
adjacent patches—a twin spot—are surrounded by cells that are 
y+y sn+sn and have gray color and long bristles. Twin spots pro-
vide evidence that mitotic recombination occasionally occurs.
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C H A P T E R  S U M M A R Y

 6.1 Linkage and Crossing Over
• Synteny refers to genes that are located on the same chromo-

some. Genetic linkage means that the alleles of two or more 
genes tend to be transmitted as a unit because they are rela-
tively close on the same chromosome.

• Crossing over can change the combination of alleles along a 
chromosome and produce nonparental, or recombinant, cells 
and offspring (see Figure 6.1).

• Bateson and Punnett discovered the first example of genetic 
linkage in sweet peas (see Figure 6.2).

• Morgan also discovered genetic linkage in Drosophila and 
proposed that nonparental offspring are produced by crossing 
over during meiosis (see Figures 6.3, 6.4).

• When genes are linked, the relative proportions of nonparen-
tal offspring depends on the distance between the genes (see 
Figure 6.5).

• A chi square analysis can be followed to judge whether or not 
two genes assort independently.

• Creighton and McClintock were able to correlate the forma-
tion of nonparental offspring with the presence of chromo-
somes that had exchanged pieces due to crossing over (see 
Figures 6.6, 6.7).

6.2 Genetic Mapping in Plants and Animals
• A genetic linkage map is a diagram that portrays the order 

and relative spacing of genes along one or more chromosomes 
(see Figure 6.8).

• A testcross can be performed to map the distance between 
two or more genes (see Figure 6.9).

• Sturtevant was the first scientist to conduct testcrosses and 
map the order of a few genes along the X chromosome in 
Drosophila (see Figure 6.10).

• Due to the effects of multiple crossovers, the map distance 
between two genes obtained from a testcross cannot exceed 
50% (see Figure 6.11).

• The data from a trihybrid cross can be used to map genes (see 
Table 6.1).

• Positive interference refers to the phenomenon that the num-
ber of double crossovers in a given region is less than expected 
based on the frequency of single crossovers.

6.3 Genetic Mapping in Haploid Eukaryotes
• Several haploid eukaryotes have been used in genetic map-

ping. Ascomycetes have the product of a single meiosis con-
tained with an ascus (see Figure 6.12).

• Certain haploid species may form unordered or ordered tet-
rads or octads (see Figure 6.13).

• The arrangement of alleles found in spores of an ordered 
octad depends on whether crossing over has occurred. The 
arrangement can be used to map the distance between a gene 
and the centromere (see Figures 6.14, 6.15).

• The analysis of unordered tetrads in yeast can be used to map 
the distance between two linked genes (see Figure 6.16, 6.17).

6.4 Mitotic Recombination
• Mitotic recombination can occur rarely and may lead to twin 

spots (see Figure 6.18).
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Solved Problems
S1.  In the garden pea, orange pods (orp) are recessive to green pods 

(Orp), and sensitivity to pea mosaic virus (mo) is recessive to resis-
tance to the virus (Mo). A plant with orange pods and sensitivity 
to the virus was crossed to a true-breeding plant with green pods 
and resistance to the virus. The F1 plants were then testcrossed to 
plants with orange pods and sensitivity to the virus. The following 
results were obtained:

      160 orange pods, virus sensitive
      165 green pods, virus resistant
     36 orange pods, virus resistant
     39 green pods, virus sensitive
      400 total
 A. Conduct a chi square analysis to see if these genes are linked.
 B. If they are linked, calculate the map distance between the two 

genes.
Answer:
 A. Chi square analysis.
  1. Our hypothesis is that the genes are not linked.
 2.  Calculate the predicted number of offspring based on the 

hypothesis. The testcross is  

freedom in Table 2.1 , such a large deviation is expected to 
occur by chance alone less than 1% of the time. Therefore, we 
reject the hypothesis that the genes assort independently. As 
an alternative, we may infer that the two genes are linked.

 B. Calculate the map distance.

Map distance =   
(Number of nonparental offspring)

   _____________________________   
Total number of offspring

   × 100

 =   36 + 39  __________________  36 + 39 + 160 + 165   × 100

            = 18.8 mu
 The genes are approximately 18.8 mu apart.
S2.  Two recessive disorders in mice—droopy ears and flaky tail—are 

caused by genes that are located 6 mu apart on chromosome 3. A 
true-breeding mouse with normal ears (De) and a flaky tail (ft) 
was crossed to a true-breeding mouse with droopy ears (de) and a 
normal tail (Ft). The F1 offspring were then crossed to mice with 
droopy ears and flaky tails. If this testcross produced 100 offspring, 
what is the expected outcome?

Answer: The testcross is  

 The predicted outcome of this cross under our hypothesis is a 
1:1:1:1 ratio of plants with the four possible phenotypes. In other words, 
1/4 should have the phenotype orange pods, virus-sensitive; 1/4 should 
have green pods, virus-resistant; 1/4 should have orange pods, virus-
resistant; and 1/4 should have green pods, virus-sensitive. Because a 
total of 400 offspring were produced, our hypothesis predicts 100 off-
spring in each category.
  3. Calculate the chi square.

 χ2 =   (O1 − E1)2
 __________ E1

   +   (O2 − E2)2
 __________ E2

   +   
(O3 − E3)2

 __________ E3
   +   (O4 − E4)2

 __________ E4
 

χ2 =   (160 − 100)2
  ___________ 100   +   (165 − 100)2

  ___________ 100   +   (36 − 100)2
 __________ 100   +   (39 − 100)2

 __________ 100  

χ2 = 36 + 42.3 + 41 + 37.2 = 156.5

 4.  Interpret the chi square value. The calculated chi square 
value is quite large. This indicates that the deviation between 
observed and expected values is very high. For 1 degree of 

 The parental offspring are
 Dede ftft Normal ears, flaky tail
 dede Ftft Droopy ears, normal tail
 The recombinant offspring are
 dede ftft Droopy ears, flaky tail
 Dede Ftft Normal ears, normal tail
Because the two genes are located 6 mu apart on the same chromo-
some, 6% of the offspring will be recombinants. Therefore, the expected 
outcome for 100 offspring is
   3 droopy ears, flaky tail
   3 normal ears, normal tail
 47 normal ears, flaky tail
 47 droopy ears, normal tail
S3.  The following X-linked recessive traits are found in fruit flies: ver-

milion eyes are recessive to red eyes, miniature wings are recessive 
to long wings, and sable body is recessive to gray body. A cross 
was made between wild-type males with red eyes, long wings, and 
gray bodies to females with vermilion eyes, miniature wings, and 
sable bodies. The heterozygous females from this cross, which had 

P R O B L E M  S E T S  &  I N S I G H T S
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red eyes, long wings, and gray bodies, were then crossed to males 
with vermilion eyes, miniature wings, and sable bodies. The fol-
lowing outcome was obtained:

   Males and Females
    1320 vermilion eyes, miniature wings, sable body
   1346 red eyes, long wings, gray body
     102 vermilion eyes, miniature wings, gray body
       90 red eyes, long wings, sable body
       42 vermilion eyes, long wings, gray body
       48 red eyes, miniature wings, sable body
         2 vermilion eyes, long wings, sable body
         1 red eyes, miniature wings, gray body
  A. Calculate the map distance between the three genes.
  B. Is positive interference occurring?
Answer:
 A. The first step is to determine the order of the three genes. We 
can do this by evaluating the pattern of inheritance in the double cross-
overs. The double crossover group occurs with the lowest frequency. 
Thus, the double crossovers are vermilion eyes, long wings, and sable 
body, and red eyes, miniature wings, and gray body. Compared with the 
parental combinations of alleles (vermilion eyes, miniature wings, sable 
body and red eyes, long wings, gray body), the gene for wing length 
has been reassorted. Two flies have long wings associated with vermilion 
eyes and sable body, and one fly has miniature wings associated with red 
eyes and gray body. Taken together, these results indicate that the wing 
length gene is found in between the eye color and body color genes.

 Eye color——wing length——body color
 We now calculate the distance between eye color and wing 
length, and between wing length and body color. To do this, we con-
sider the data according to gene pairs:
 vermilion eyes, miniature wings = 1320 + 102 = 1422
 red eyes, long wings = 1346 + 90 = 1436
 vermilion eyes, long wings = 42 + 2 = 44
 red eyes, miniature wings = 48 + 1 = 49
The recombinants are vermilion eyes, long wings and red eyes, minia-
ture wings. The map distance between these two genes is
 (44 + 49)/(1422 + 1436  + 44 + 49) × 100 = 3.2 mu
 Likewise, the other gene pair is wing length and body color.
  miniature wings, sable body = 1320 + 48 = 1368
  long wings, gray body = 1346 + 42 = 1388
  miniature wings, gray body = 102 + 1 = 103
  long wings, sable body = 90 + 2 = 92
The recombinants are miniature wings, gray body and long wings, sable 
body. The map distance between these two genes is
(103 + 92)/(1368 + 1388 + 103 + 92) × 100 = 6.6 mu
 With these data, we can produce the following genetic map: 

 B. To calculate the interference value, we must first calculate the 
coefficient of coincidence.

C =    Observed number of double crossovers    ________________________________    
Expected number of double crossovers

  

Based on our calculation of map distances in part A, the percentage of 
single cross overs equals 3.2% (0.032) and 6.6% (0.066). The expected 
number of double crossovers equals 0.032 × 0.066, which is 0.002, or 
0.2%. A total of 2951 offspring were produced. If we multiply 2951 × 
0.002, we get 5.9, which is the expected number of double crossovers. 
The observed number was 3. Therefore,
 C = 3/5.9 = 0.51
 I = 1 − C = 1 − 0.51 = 0.49
In other words, approximately 49% of the expected double crossovers 
did not occur due to interference.
S4.  Around the same time as the study of Creighton and McClintock, 

described in Figure 6.7, Curt Stern conducted similar experi-
ments with Drosophila. He had strains of flies with microscopi-
cally detectable abnormalities in the X chromosome. In one case, 
the X chromosome was shorter than normal due to a deletion 
at one end. In another case, the X chromosome was longer than 
normal because an extra piece of the Y chromosome was attached 
at the other end of the X chromosome, where the centromere is 
located. He had female flies that had both abnormal chromosomes. 
On the short X chromosome, a recessive allele (car) was located 
that results in carnation-colored eyes, and a dominant allele (B) 
that causes bar-shaped eyes was also found on this chromosome. 
On the long X chromosome were located the wild-type alleles 
for these two genes (designated car+ and B+), which confer red 
eyes and round eyes, respectively. Stern realized that a crossover 
between the two X chromosomes in such female flies would result 
in recombinant chromosomes that would be cytologically distin-
guishable from the parental chromosomes. If a crossover occurred 
between the B and car genes on the X chromosome, this is 
expected to produce a normal-sized X chromosome and an abnor-
mal chromosome with a deletion at one end and an extra piece of 
the Y chromosome at the other end. 

  Stern crossed these female flies to male flies that had a normal-
length X chromosome with the car allele and the allele for round 
eyes (car B+). Using a microscope, he could discriminate between 
the morphologies of parental chromosomes—like those contained 
within the original parental flies—and recombinant chromosomes 
that may be found in the offspring. What would be the predicted 
phenotypes and chromosome characteristics in the offspring if 
crossing over did or did not occur between the X chromosomes in 
the female flies of this cross?

Answer: To demonstrate that genetic recombination is due to crossing 
over, Stern needed to correlate recombinant phenotypes (due to genetic 
recombination) with the inheritance of recombinant chromosomes (due 
to crossing over). Because he knew the arrangement of alleles in the 
female flies, he could predict the phenotypes of parental and nonpare ntal 
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offspring. The male flies could contribute the car and B+ alleles (on a 
cytologically normal X chromosome) or contribute a Y chromosome. 
In the absence of crossing over, the female flies could contribute a short 
X chromosome with the car and B alleles or a long X chromosome 
with the car+ and B+ alleles. If crossing over occurred in the region 
between these two genes, the female flies would contribute recombinant 
X chromosomes. One possible recombinant X chromosome would be 
normal-sized and carry the car and B+ alleles, and the other recombi-
nant X chromosome would be deleted at one end with a piece of the Y 
chromosome at the other end and carry the car+ and B alleles. When 
combined with an X or Y  chromosome from the males, the parental 
offspring would have carnation, bar eyes or wild-type eyes; the non-
parental offspring would have carnation, round eyes or red, bar eyes. 

Answer: A double crossover between the two genes could involve two 
chromatids, three chromatids, or four chromatids. The possibilities for 
all types of double crossovers are shown here: 

 The results shown in the Punnett square are the actual results 
that Stern observed. His interpretation was that crossing over between 
homologous chromosomes—in this case, the X chromosome—accounts 
for the formation of offspring with recombinant phenotypes.
S5.  Researchers have discovered a limit to the relationship between 

map distance and the percentage of recombinant offspring. Even 
though two genes on the same chromosome may be much more 
than 50 mu apart, we do not expect to obtain greater than 50% 
recombinant offspring in a testcross. You may be wondering why 
this is so. The answer lies in the pattern of multiple crossovers. 
At the pachytene stage of meiosis, a single crossover in the region 
between two genes produces only 50% recombinant chromosomes 
(see Figure 6.1b). Therefore, to exceed a 50% recombinant level, 
it would seem necessary to have multiple crossovers within the 
tetrad.

  Let’s suppose that two genes are far apart on the same chromo-
some. A testcross is made between a heterozygous individual, 
AaBb, and a homozygous individual, aabb. In the heterozygous 
individual, the dominant alleles (A and B) are linked on the same 
chromosome, and the recessive alleles (a and b) are linked on the 
same chromosome. Draw out all of the possible double crossovers 
(between two, three, or four chromatids) and determine the aver-
age number of recombinant offspring, assuming an equal probabil-
ity of all of the double crossover possibilities.

 This drawing considers the situation where two crossovers are 
expected to occur in the region between the two genes. Because the tet-
rad is composed of two pairs of homologs, a double crossover between 
homologs could occur in several possible ways. In this illustration, the 
crossover on the right has occurred first. Because all of these double 
crossing over events are equally probable, we take the average of them 
to determine the maximum recombination frequency. This average 
equals 50%.
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Conceptual Questions
C1. What is the difference in meaning between the terms genetic 

recombination and crossing over?
C2. When applying a chi square approach in a linkage problem, 

explain why an independent assortment hypothesis is used.
C3. What is mitotic recombination? A heterozygous individual (Bb) with 

brown eyes has one eye with a small patch of blue. Provide two or 
more explanations for how the blue patch may have occurred.

C4. Mitotic recombination can occasionally produce a twin spot. Let’s 
suppose an animal species can be heterozygous for two genes that 
govern fur color and length: One gene affects pigmentation, with 
dark pigmentation (A) dominant to albino (a); the other gene 
affects hair length, with long hair (L) dominant to short hair (l). 
The two genes are linked on the same chromosome. Let’s assume 
an animal is AaLl; A is linked to l, and a is linked to L. Draw the 
chromosomes labeled with these alleles, and explain how mitotic 
recombination could produce a twin spot with one spot having 
albino pigmentation and long fur, the other having dark pigmenta-
tion and short fur.

C5. A crossover has occurred in the bivalent shown here. 

C7. A diploid organism has a total of 14 chromosomes and about 
20,000 genes per haploid genome. Approximately how many genes 
are in each linkage group?

C8. If you try to throw a basketball into a basket, the likelihood of suc-
ceeding depends on the size of the basket. It is more likely that you 
will get the ball into the basket if the basket is bigger. In your own 
words, explain how this analogy also applies to the idea that the 
likelihood of crossing over is greater when two genes are far apart 
than when they are close together.

C9. By conducting testcrosses, researchers have found that the sweet 
pea has seven linkage groups. How many chromosomes would you 
expect to find in leaf cells?

C10. In humans, a rare dominant disorder known as nail-patella syn-
drome causes abnormalities in the fingernails, toenails, and knee-
caps. Researchers have examined family pedigrees with regard to 
this disorder and, within the same pedigree, also examined the 
individuals with regard to their blood types. (A description of 
blood genotypes is found in Chapter 4 .) In the following pedigree, 
individuals affected with nail-patella disorder are shown with filled 
symbols. The genotype of each individual with regard to their 
ABO blood type is also shown. Does this pedigree suggest any 
linkage between the gene that causes nail-patella syndrome and the 
gene that causes blood type? 

  If a second crossover occurs in the same region between these two 
genes, which two chromatids would be involved to produce the 
following outcomes?

 A. 100% recombinants
 B. 0% recombinants
 C. 50% recombinants
C6. A crossover has occurred in the bivalent shown here. 

  What is the outcome of this single crossover event? If a second 
crossover occurs somewhere between A and C, explain which 
two chromatids it would involve and where it would occur (i.e., 
between which two genes) to produce the types of chromosomes 
shown here:

 A. A B C, A b C, a B c, and a b c
 B. A b c, A b c, a B C, and a B C
 C. A B c, A b c, a B C, and a b C
 D. A B C, A B C, a b c, and a b c

C11. When true-breeding mice with brown fur and short tails (BBtt) 
were crossed to true-breeding mice with white fur and long tails 
(bbTT), all F1 offspring had brown fur and long tails. The F1 off-
spring were crossed to mice with white fur and short tails. What 
are the possible phenotypes of the F2 offspring? Which F2 offspring 
are recombinant, and which are nonrecombinant? What are the 
ratios of the F2 offspring if independent assortment is taking place? 
How are the ratios affected by linkage?

C12. Though we often think of genes in terms of the phenotypes they 
produce (e.g., curly leaves, flaky tail, brown eyes), the molecular 
function of most genes is to encode proteins. Many cellular proteins 
function as enzymes. The table that follows describes the map dis-
tances between six different genes that encode six different enzymes: 
Ada, adenosine deaminase; Hao-1, hydroxyacid oxidase-1; Hdc, his-
tidine decarboxylase; Odc-2, ornithine decarboxylase-2; 
Sdh-1, sorbitol dehydrogenase-1; and Ass-1, arginosuccinate 
 synthetase-1.
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  Map distances between two genes:
  Ada Hao-1 Hdc Odc-2 Sdh-1 Ass-1
Ada   14   8 28
Hao-1 14  9  14 
Hdc    9  15  5
Odc-2  8  15   63
Sdh-1 28 14  5   43
Ass-1    63 43

 Construct a genetic map that describes the locations of all six genes.
C13. If the likelihood of a single crossover in a particular chromosomal 

region is 10%, what is the theoretical likelihood of a double or 
triple crossover in that same region? How would positive interfer-
ence affect these theoretical values?

C14. Except for fungi that form asci, in most dihybrid crosses involving 
linked genes, we cannot tell if a double crossover between the two 
genes has occurred because the offspring will inherit the parental 
combination of alleles. How does the inability to detect double 
crossovers affect the calculation of map distance? Is map distance 
underestimated or overestimated because of our inability to detect 
double crossovers? Explain your answer.

 C15. Researchers have discovered that some regions of chromosomes 
are much more likely than others to cross over. We might call 
such a region a “hot spot” for crossing over. Let’s suppose that 

two genes, gene A and gene B, are 5,000,000 bp apart on the 
same chromosome. Genes A and B are in a hot spot for crossing 
over. Two other genes, let’s call them gene C and gene D, are also 
5,000,000 bp apart but are not in a hot spot for recombination. 
If we conducted dihybrid crosses to compute the map distance 
between genes A and B, and other dihybrid crosses to compute the 
map distance between genes C and D, would the map distances be 
the same between A and B compared with to C and D? Explain.

C16. Describe the unique features of ascomycetes that lend themselves 
to genetic analysis.

C17. In fungi, what is the difference between a tetrad and an octad? 
What cellular process occurs in an octad that does not occur in a 
tetrad?

C18. Explain the difference between an unordered versus an ordered 
octad.

C19. In Neurospora, a cross is made between a wild-type and an albino 
mutant strain, which produce orange and white spores, respec-
tively. Draw two different ways that an octad might look if it was 
displaying second-division segregation.

C20. One gene in Neurospora, let’s call it gene A, is located close to a 
centromere, and a second gene, gene B, is located more toward the 
end of the chromosome. Would the percentage of octads exhibiting 
first-division segregation be higher with respect to gene A or gene 
B? Explain your answer.

Experimental Questions (Includes Most Mapping Questions)
E1.  Figure 6.2 shows the first experimental results that indicated link-

age between two different genes. Conduct a chi square analysis to 
confirm that the genes are really linked and the data could not be 
explained by independent assortment.

E2.  In the experiment of Figure 6.7, the researchers followed the 
inheritance pattern of chromosomes that were abnormal at both 
ends to correlate genetic recombination with the physical exchange 
of chromosome pieces. Is it necessary to use a chromosome that is 
abnormal at both ends, or could the researchers have used a paren-
tal strain with two abnormal versions of chromosome 9, one with a 
knob at one end and its homolog with a translocation at the other 
end?

E3.  The experiment of Figure 6.7 is not like a standard testcross, 
because neither parent is homozygous recessive for both genes. If 
you were going to carry out this same kind of experiment to  verify 
that crossing over can explain the recombination of alleles of dif-
ferent genes, how would you modify this experiment to make it a 
standard testcross? For both parents, you should designate which 
alleles are found on an abnormal chromosome (i.e., knobbed, 
translocation chromosome 9) and which alleles are found on nor-
mal chromosomes.

E4.  How would you determine that genes in mammals are located on 
the Y chromosome linkage group? Is it possible to conduct crosses 
(let’s say in mice) to map the distances between genes along the Y 
chromosome? Explain.

E5.  Explain the rationale behind a testcross. Is it necessary for one of 
the parents to be homozygous recessive for the genes of interest? 

In the heterozygous parent of a testcross, must all of the dominant 
alleles be linked on the same chromosome and all of the recessive 
alleles be linked on the homolog?

E6.  In your own words, explain why a testcross cannot produce more 
than 50% recombinant offspring. When a testcross does produce 
50% recombinant offspring, what do these results mean?

E7.  Explain why the percentage of recombinant offspring in a testcross 
is a more accurate measure of map distance when two genes are 
close together. When two genes are far apart, is the percentage of 
recombinant offspring an underestimate or overestimate of the 
actual map distance?

E8.  If two genes are more than 50 mu apart, how would you ever be 
able to show experimentally that they are located on the same 
chromosome?

E9.  In Morgan’s trihybrid testcross of Figure 6.3, he realized that cross-
ing over was more frequent between the eye color and wing length 
genes than between the body color and eye color genes. Explain 
how he determined this.

E10. In the experiment of Figure 6.10, list the gene pairs from the 
particular dihybrid crosses that Sturtevant used to construct his 
genetic map.

E11. In the tomato, red fruit (R) is dominant over yellow fruit (r), and 
yellow flowers (Wf  ) are dominant over white flowers (wf  ). A cross 
was made between true-breeding plants with red fruit and yellow 
flowers, and plants with yellow fruit and white flowers. The F1 
generation plants were then crossed to plants with yellow fruit and 
white flowers. The following results were obtained:
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 333 red fruit, yellow flowers
   64 red fruit, white flowers
   58 yellow fruit, yellow flowers
 350 yellow fruit, white flowers
 Calculate the map distance between the two genes.

E12. Two genes are located on the same chromosome and are known to 
be 12 mu apart. An AABB individual was crossed to an aabb indi-
vidual to produce AaBb offspring. The AaBb offspring were then 
crossed to aabb individuals.

 A. If this cross produces 1000 offspring, what are the predicted 
numbers of offspring with each of the four genotypes: AaBb, 
Aabb, aaBb, and aabb?

 B. What would be the predicted numbers of offspring with these 
four genotypes if the parental generation had been AAbb and 
aaBB instead of AABB and aabb?

E13. Two genes, designated A and B, are located 10 mu from each other. 
A third gene, designated C, is located 15 mu from B and 5 
mu from A. The parental generation consisting of AA bb CC and 
aa BB cc individuals were crossed to each other. The F1 hetero-
zygotes were then testcrossed to aa bb cc individuals. If we assume 
no double crossovers occur in this region, what percentage of off-
spring would you expect with the following genotypes?

 A. Aa Bb Cc
 B. aa Bb Cc
 C. Aa bb cc
E14. Two genes in tomatoes are 61 mu apart; normal fruit (F) is domi-

nant to fasciated fruit (f ), and normal numbers of leaves (Lf ) is 
dominant to leafy (lf ). A true-breeding plant with normal leaves 
and fruit was crossed to a leafy plant with fasciated fruit. The F1 
offspring were then crossed to leafy plants with fasciated fruit. If 
this cross produced 600 offspring, what are the expected numbers 
of plants in each of the four possible categories: normal leaves, 
normal fruit; normal leaves, fasciated fruit; leafy, normal fruit; and 
leafy, fasciated fruit?

E15. In the tomato, three genes are linked on the same chromosome. 
Tall is dominant to dwarf, skin that is smooth is dominant to skin 
that is peachy, and fruit with a normal tomato shape is dominant 
to oblate shape. A plant that is true-breeding for the dominant 
traits was crossed to a dwarf plant with peachy skin and oblate 
fruit. The F1 plants were then testcrossed to dwarf plants with 
peachy skin and oblate fruit. The following results were obtained:
 151 tall, smooth, normal
   33 tall, smooth, oblate
   11 tall, peach, oblate
     2 tall, peach, normal
 155 dwarf, peach, oblate
   29 dwarf, peach, normal
   12 dwarf, smooth, normal
     0 dwarf, smooth, oblate
 Construct a genetic map that describes the order of these three 

genes and the distances between them.

E16. A trait in garden peas involves the curling of leaves. A dihybrid 
cross was made involving a plant with yellow pods and curling 
leaves to a wild-type plant with green pods and normal leaves. All 
F1 offspring had green pods and normal leaves. The F1 plants were 
then crossed to plants with yellow pods and curling leaves. The 
following results were obtained:
 117 green pods, normal leaves
 115 yellow pods, curling leaves
   78 green pods, curling leaves
   80 yellow pods, normal leaves

 A. Conduct a chi square analysis to determine if these two genes 
are linked.

 B. If they are linked, calculate the map distance between the two 
genes. How accurate do you think this distance is?

E17. In mice, the gene that encodes the enzyme inosine triphosphatase 
is 12 mu from the gene that encodes the enzyme ornithine decar-
boxylase. Suppose you have identified a strain of mice homo zygous 
for a defective inosine triphosphatase gene that does not produce 
any of this enzyme and is also homozygous for a defective orni-
thine decarboxylase gene. In other words, this strain of mice can-
not make either enzyme. You crossed this homozygous recessive 
strain to a normal strain of mice to produce heterozygotes. The 
heterozygotes were then backcrossed to the strain that cannot pro-
duce either enzyme. What is the probability of obtaining a mouse 
that cannot make either enzyme?

E18. In the garden pea, several different genes affect pod characteris-
tics. A gene affecting pod color (green is dominant to yellow) is 
approximately 7 mu away from a gene affecting pod width (wide 
is dominant to narrow). Both genes are located on chromosome 5. 
A third gene, located on chromosome 4, affects pod length (long is 
dominant to short). A true-breeding wild-type plant (green, wide, 
long pods) was crossed to a plant with yellow, narrow, short pods. 
The F1 offspring were then testcrossed to plants with yellow, nar-
row, short pods. If the testcross produced 800 offspring, what 
are the expected numbers of the eight possible phenotypic 
combinations?

E19. A sex-influenced trait is dominant in males and causes bushy tails. 
The same trait is recessive in females and results in a normal tail. 
Fur color is not sex influenced. Yellow fur is dominant to white 
fur. A true-breeding female with a bushy tail and yellow fur was 
crossed to a white male without a bushy tail. The F1 females were 
then crossed to white males without bushy tails. The following 
results were obtained:

Males Females

 28 normal tails, yellow 102 normal tails, yellow
 72 normal tails, white  96 normal tails, white
 68 bushy tails, yellow   0 bushy tails, yellow
 29 bushy tails, white   0 bushy tails, white
 A. Conduct a chi square analysis to determine if these two genes 

are linked.
 B. If the genes are linked, calculate the map distance between 

them. Explain which data you used in your calculation.
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E20. Three recessive traits in garden pea plants are as follows: yel-
low pods are recessive to green pods, bluish green seedlings are 
 recessive to green seedlings, creeper (a plant that cannot stand up) 
is recessive to normal. A true-breeding normal plant with green 
pods and green seedlings was crossed to a creeper with yellow 
pods and bluish green seedlings. The F1 plants were then crossed 
to creepers with yellow pods and bluish green seedlings. The fol-
lowing results were obtained:
 2059 green pods, green seedlings, normal
   151 green pods, green seedlings, creeper
   281 green pods, bluish green seedlings, normal
     15 green pods, bluish green seedlings, creeper
 2041 yellow pods, bluish green seedlings, creeper
   157 yellow pods, bluish green seedlings, normal
   282 yellow pods, green seedlings, creeper
     11 yellow pods, green seedlings, normal
 Construct a genetic map that describes the map distance 

between these three genes.
E21. In mice, a trait called snubnose is recessive to a wild-type nose, a 

trait called pintail is dominant to a normal tail, and a trait called 
jerker (a defect in motor skills) is recessive to a normal gait. Jerker 
mice with a snubnose and pintail were crossed to normal mice, 
and then the F1 mice were crossed to jerker mice that have a snub-
nose and normal tail. The outcome of this cross was as follows:
 560 jerker, snubnose, pintail
 548 normal gait, normal nose, normal tail
 102 jerker, snubnose, normal tail
 104 normal gait, normal nose, pintail
  77 jerker, normal nose, normal tail
  71 normal gait, snubnose, pintail
  11 jerker, normal nose, pintail
   9 normal gait, snubnose, normal tail
 Construct a genetic map that describes the order and distance 

between these genes.
E22. In Drosophila, an allele causing vestigial wings is 12.5 mu away 

from another gene that causes purple eyes. A third gene that 
affects body color has an allele that causes black body color. This 
third gene is 18.5 mu away from the vestigial wings gene and 6 mu 
away from the gene causing purple eyes. The alleles causing vesti-
gial wings, purple eyes, and black body are all recessive. The domi-
nant (wild-type) traits are long wings, red eyes, and gray body. 
A researcher crossed wild-type flies to flies with vestigial wings, 
purple eyes, and black bodies. All F1 flies were wild type. F1 female 
flies were then crossed to male flies with vestigial wings, purple 
eyes, and black bodies. If 1000 offspring were observed, what are 
the expected numbers of the following types of flies?
 Long wings, red eyes, gray body
 Long wings, purple eyes, gray body
 Long wings, red eyes, black body

 Long wings, purple eyes, black body
 Short wings, red eyes, gray body
 Short wings, purple eyes, gray body
 Short wings, red eyes, black body
 Short wings, purple eyes, black body
 Which kinds of flies can be produced only by a double cross-

over event?
E23. Three autosomal genes are linked along the same chromosome. 

The distance between gene A and B is 7 mu, the distance between 
B and C is 11 mu, and the distance between A and C is 4 mu. An 
individual who is AA bb CC was crossed to an individual who is 
aa BB cc to produce heterozygous F1 offspring. The F1 offspring 
were then crossed to homozygous aa bb cc individuals to produce 
F2  offspring.

 A. Draw the arrangement of alleles on the chromosomes in the 
parents and in the F1 offspring.

 B. Where would a crossover have to occur to produce an F2 
offspring that was heterozygous for all three genes?

 C. If we assume that no double crossovers occur in this region, 
what percentage of F2 offspring is likely to be homozygous for 
all three genes?

E24. Let’s suppose that two different X-linked genes exist in mice, des-
ignated with the letters N and L. Gene N exists in a dominant, 
normal allele and in a recessive allele, n, that is lethal. Similarly, 
gene L exists in a dominant, normal allele and in a recessive allele, 
l, that is lethal. Heterozygous females are normal, but males that 
carry either recessive allele are born dead. Explain whether or not 
it would be possible to map the distance between these two genes 
by making crosses and analyzing the number of living and dead 
offspring. You may assume that you have strains of mice in which 
females are heterozygous for one or both genes.

E25. The alleles his-5 and lys-1, found in baker’s yeast, result in cells 
that require histidine and lysine for growth, respectively. A cross 
was made between two haploid yeast strains that are his-5 
lys-1 and his+ lys+. From the analysis of 818 individual tetrads, 
the following numbers of tetrads were obtained:
 2 spores: his-5 lys+ + 2 spores: his+ lys-1 = 4
 2 spores: his-5 lys-1 + 2 spores: his+ lys+ = 502
 1 spore: his-5 lys-1 + 1 spore: his-5 lys+ + 1 spore: his+ lys-1 + 1 

spore: his+ lys+ = 312
 A. Compute the map distance between these two genes using the 

method of calculation that considers double crossovers and the 
one that does not. Which method gives a higher value? Explain 
why.

 B. What is the frequency of single crossovers between these two 
genes?

 C. Based on your answer to part B, how many NPDs are expected 
from this cross? Explain your answer. Is positive interference 
occurring?
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E26. On chromosome 4 in Neurospora, the allele pyr-1 results in a 
pyrimidine requirement for growth. A cross was made between a 
pyr-1 and a pyr+ (wild-type) strain, and the following results were 
obtained:

E27. On chromosome 3 in Neurospora, the pro-1 allele is located 
 approximately 9.8 mu from the centromere. Let’s suppose a cross 
was made between a pro-1 and a pro+ strain and 1000 asci were 
analyzed.

 A. What are the six types of asci that can be produced?
 B. What are the expected numbers of each type of ascus?
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Questions for Student Discussion/Collaboration

 1. In mice, a dominant gene that causes a short tail is located on 
chromosome 2. On chromosome 3, a recessive gene causing 
droopy ears is 6 mu away from another recessive gene that causes 
a flaky tail. A recessive gene that causes a jerker (uncoordinated) 
phenotype is located on chromosome 4. A jerker mouse with 
droopy ears and a short, flaky tail was crossed to a normal mouse. 
All F1 generation mice were phenotypically normal, except they 
had short tails. These F1 mice were then testcrossed to jerker mice 
with droopy ears and long, flaky tails. If this cross produced 400 
offspring, what would be the proportions of the 16 possible pheno-
typic categories?

 2. In Chapter 3 , we discussed the idea that the X and Y chromosomes 
have a few genes in common. These genes are inherited in a pseu-
doautosomal pattern. With this phenomenon in mind, discuss 
whether or not the X and Y chromosomes are really distinct link-
age groups.

 3. Mendel studied seven traits in pea plants, and the garden pea hap-
pens to have seven different chromosomes. It has been pointed 
out that Mendel was very lucky not to have conducted crosses 
involving two traits governed by genes that are closely linked on 
the same chromosome because the results would have confounded 
his theory of independent assortment. It has even been suggested 
that Mendel may not have published data involving traits that were 
linked! An article by Stig Blixt (“Why Didn’t Gregor Mendel Find 
Linkage?” Nature 256:206, 1975) considers this issue. Look up this 
article and discuss why Mendel did not find linkage. 

Note: All answers appear at the website for this textbook; the answers to 
even-numbered questions are in the back of the textbook.

   What is the distance between the pyr-1 gene and the centromere?
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